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How to start a heart
Lliai SlOpS. An ()|)erating room is
ii (|ui(l place. Init you could hear a sriowflake
ili(ip whiMi a living heart stops. Sometimes
only a .single word is spoken. "epine|)hrine."
The .syringe is firmly i)laced in tht> siirgron's
(Hit-^tiitthcd hand and he plunges the long
needle fleep into the chest—into the center of
the heart it.self. As soon as the life-giving
chemical touches the muscle of the heart, this
wondrous organ usually contracts violently
and starts to heat again.
In the human body epinephrine is secreted
by the core of the adrenal gland, and it acts
to regulate the flow of body blood in conjunc-
tion with other body chemicals.
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W. J. Burnham of Westinghouse's Electronics Lab controls the evaporation of germanium metal in a low pressure atmosphere. The
germanium smoke collects on a glass disk producing a thin film semiconductor of the type to be used in telemetering systems.
Is a semiconductor film the answer?
Ask the men in the Electronics Lab
I
The Electronics Laboratory helps the Westinghouse en-
gineer use the latest tools in the electronics field and
works to develop new ones for his special projects. If a
Westinghouse engineer needs a new semiconductor film
for a satellite telemetering system, or a highly sensitive
tube for a new kind of TV camera, he can call on this
group of experts for help.
The lab is currently doing work with infrared imaging
devices, molecular electronics, sound transmission in
water and air, parametric amplification of microwaves,
plasma physics, thermionic power conversion and light
emission. Nearly all of its work is in support of engineers
and scientists in other departments of the company.
At Westinghouse the young engineer isn't expected to
know all the answers. Our work is often too advanced
for that. Instead, each man is backed up by specialists,
like those in the Electronics Lab.
If you have ambition and real ability, you can have a
rewarding career with Westinghouse. Our broad product
line, decentralized operations, and diversified technical
assistance provide hundreds of challenging opportunities
for talented engineers.
Want more information? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle,
Westinghouse Educational Department, Ardmore &
Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania.
you CAN BE SURE ... IF it's
TVestinghouse
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'J'he deiice abo}il lo he suhmenjcd is an "undenrdtcr sound source". It transmits sound waves beneath the sea and is part of the research
equipment developed by Bendix Research Laboratories Division for use in the Bendix program of undersea acoustics research.
Bendix, America's most diversified engineering organi-
zation, offers challenging job opportunities in every
area of man's scientific and engineering accomplisii-
ment—under the sea, on land, in the air and in
outer space!
Take, for example, the urgent problem of defense
against enemy submarines. Bendix— pioneer in sonar
research development, and supplier of this equipment
to our government for many years—was selected to
develop new techniques to increase sonar capabilities.
Another important Bendix anti-submarine device is
"dunked" sonar, lowered from helicopter into the sea
to detect enemy submarines.
The spectacular "TV eye", which enabled the crew
of the nuclear-powered submarine "Skate" to observe
the underside of the Polar ice pack and locate areas
A thousand products
for safe surfacing, was likewise a Bendix development.
The real "depth" of job opportunities at Bendix can
best be measured by the many and diverse scientific
fields in which Bendix is engaged.
For example— career opportunities are available in
such fields as electronics, electromechanics, ultra-
sonics, computers, automation, radar, nucleonics,
combustion, air navigation, hydraulics, instrumenta-
tion, propulsion, metallurgy, communications, carbu-
retion, solid state physics, aerophysics and structures.
At Bendix there is truly Opportunity in Depth for
outstanding young engineers and scientists. See your
placement director for information about campus
interview dates, or write to Director of University
and Scientific Relations, Bendix Aviation Corpora-
tion, 1108 Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan.
a million ideas
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complete instrumentation for NASA's Project Mercury
COLLINS ELECTRONICS
The reality of McDonnell's manned sat-
ellite will be a great milestone in NASA's
exploration of space. Collins Radio Com-
pany is proud to participate in Project
Mercury by supplying the complete elec-
tronics system, including orbital radio
voice communication, a command system
for radio control, a telemetry data system,
a Minitrack beacon system, a transponder
beacon system for precision tracking, and
a rescue radio voice and beacon system.
Collins needs engineers and physicists to
keep pace with the growing demand for its
products. Positions are challenging. Assign-
ments are varied. Projects currently under-
way in the Cedar Rapids Division include
research and development in Airborne
communication, navigation and identifica-
tion systems. Missile and satellite tracking
and communication. Antenna design. Ama-
teur radio and Broadcast.
Collins manufacturing and R&D in-
stallations are also located in Burbank
and Dallas. Modern laboratories and re-
search facilities at all locations ensure the
finest working conditions.
Your placement office will tell you when
a Collins representative will be on campus.
For all the interesting facts and figures
of recent Collins developments send for
your free copies of Signn/, published quar-
terly by the Collins Radio Company. Fill
out and mail the attached coupon today.
You'll receive every issue published during
this school year without obligation.
COLLINS
Professional Placement,
Collins Radio Company,
Cedar Roplds, Iowa
me each Collins Signal published
chool year.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS. TEXAS • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
Address
DOW is tomorrow-minded
plant
Take just one for-instance: Plaquemine. Some five
hundred acres of Louisiana sugar cane country once.
Stately oaks and magnolias. Today they're still
there. But growing harmoniously with them are the
vivid contemporary colors of the new plant— the
Dow reds and greens, gleaming whites, Confederate
gray, businesslike black. They blend in with the
oaks and magnolias to provide one of America's
most modern and distinctive plant vistas. Along
with the forward-looking products and the people
who produce them, this tomorrow-minded Dow
plant is a part of the new face of the new South.
Plaquemine is located in one of the nation's fastest-
growing concentrations of chemical manufacture.
This now bustling Evangeline country offers abun-
dant natural resources, an excellent network of
transportation, good accessibility to great and
developing markets and communities. And, perhaps
most important of all— Old Man River— the limit-
less Mississippi, with its never-ending source of
fresh water and its gate to the ocean-going trade
routes of the world.
Today's Plaquemine is a symbol of Dow's tomorrow-
minded growth— at one of the fastest rates in the
industry. To keep pace with its output of products,
new and old, Dow plants are building nationwide.
Says the Chairman of the Board of Directors: "We
build in boom times to keep up with the demand;
we build in slump times for the future." And Dow
continues to build its plants, products and people
always with tomorrow in mind.
If you would like to know more about the Dow
opportunity, please write: Director of College
Relations, Dept. 2425FW, the dow chemical
COMPANY, Midland, Michigan.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY • MIDLAND, MICHIOAN
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A new dimension in
bubble blowing
This plastic bubble protects the antenna of a
radically new aerial three-dimensional radar
defense system.
Sensitive to the inadequacies of conventional radar
systems, engineers at Hughes in Fullerton devised
a radar antenna whose pointing direction is made
sensitive to the frequency of the electromagnetic
energy applied to the antenna. This advanced tech-
nique allows simultaneous detection of range, bear-
ing and altitude. . .with a single antenna.
Hughes engineers combined this radar antenna with
"vest-pocket sized" data processors to co-ordinate
antiaircraft missile firing. These unique data proc-
essing systems pi'ovide:
1. Speed — Complex electronic missile firing data was
designed to travel through the system in milli-
seconds, assuring "up-to-date" pinpoint position-
ing of hostile aircraft.
2. Mobility— Hughes engineers "ruggedized" and
miniaturized the system so that it could be mounted
into standard army trucks which could be de-
ployed to meet almost any combat problem — even
in rugged terrain.
3. Reliability — By using digital data transmission
techniques, Hughes engineers have greatly re-
duced any possibility of error.
Result: the most advanced electronics defense
system in operation!
Reliability of the advanced Hughes systems can be in-
sured only with the equally advanced test equipment
designed by Hughes El Segundo engineers.
^ 1
Other Hughes projects provide similarly stimulating
outlets for creative talents. Current areas of Re-
search and Development include advanced airborne
electronics systems, advanced data processing
systems, electronic display systems, molecular elec-
tronics, space vehicles, nuclear electronics, electrolu-
minescence, ballistic missiles. ..and many more.
Hughes Products, the commercial activity of Hughes,
has assignments open for imaginative engineers to
perform research in semiconductor materials and
electron tubes.
Whatever your field of interest, you'll find Hughes
diversity of advanced projects makes Hughes an
ideal place for you to grow... both professionally
and personally.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS
Members of our staff will conduct
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MARCH 10 and 11, 1960
For interview appointment or informational
literature consult your College Placement Director.
Tht Weefa
leader in
advanced
ELECTRONICS
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City. Kl Setnnntu, Fullerton, New-port Beach,
Malibit and Los Angeles, California
Tucson, Arizona
Falcon air-to-air guided missiles, shown in an en-
1
vironmental strato chamber are being developed and
manufactured by Hughes engineers in Tucson, Arizona.
IKarl Pearson... on mystery versus ignorance
Does science leave no mystery? On the contrary,
it f)roclaims mystery where others profess Knowl-
edge. There is mystery enough in the universe
of sensation and in its capacity for containing
tliose httle corners of consciousness wliich project
their own prochicts. of order and law and reason,
THE RAND CORPORATION,
A nonprofit organization inpnccd in rcscardi on prol
into an uni<nown and uni<nowable world. There
is mystery enough here, only let us clearly distin-
guish it from ignorance within the field of possible
knowledge. The one is impenetrable, the other
we are daily subduing.
.-'Grammar of Science, 1892
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
(cms related to nalion.il security and tlie public interest
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COME AND SEE US
Get a Student's — Eye View of Engineering
W. L. EVERITT
Dean, College of Engineering
En<riiieering is more a \v:\y of lite than a way of niakiiifj;
a living. Hence, it is difficult to explain in succinct terms
just what an engineer is or \\hat he does. One somewhat
facetious definition has it that "an engineer is .someone who
knows whether a thing will work before it is huilt—any
fool knows afterward." Such a definition shows why m'athn-
inatics is so important as an engineering tool, but does not
begin to tell the whole story: how an engineer must work
with people as well as with energy and materials, how he
must predict and then fulfill the needs and desires of his
fellow men, so that his product must meet socially desirable
objectives—will both work and be wanted. No definition
can make clear how the engineer must dream as well as pro-
duce, or how he fits into our modern economic system so
indispensably that many people think he, more than the
members of any other profession, will determine the future
of mankind.
As a contribution to career guidance, the College of
Engineering at the University of Illinois is most anxious to
present engineering as a possible profession for the considera-
tion of high school students in the state, the group from
which members of this and all other professions must be
drawn. Such a presentation is made in a variety of ways,
and in cooperation with other groups who have similar ob-
jectives. For that reason, we publish numerous booklets
(such as our Careers in Engineering), we arrange (on invi-
tation) for speakers at Career Days in high schools, and we
support national organizations such as the Engineers' Coun-
cil for Professional Development in their information efforts.
However, nothing can convey a message of interest and
hospitality quite as well as a person-to-person contact. We
are, therefore, always glad to have high school students or
parents come to Urbana or to the Chicago Undergraduate
Division at the Pier to talk with our staff or to see our
physical facilities. But once each year, in mid-March, we
suspend classes so that students and faculty together can
make a special concerted effort in displaying our whole Col-
lege and its facilities for our visitors. This is our Engineer-
ing ( )pen House, to which this i.ssue of Terhnoffrtiph is
ilcdicated to gi\e the high schools prelunuiarv information.
During the two days of March 11-12, we will have
many interesting demonstrations, and almost everything lab-
oratory-wise will be going at once. You may talk to stu-
dents and faculty advisers as well as .see equipment in
operation. Our Tau Beta Pi Honor Society even has a
textbook roundup and will give interested visitors a scholar-
ly, curricular point of view to balance the entertaining fea-
tures in the laboratory areas. I myself find it a good time
to learn more about engineering, to see our new facilities
in operation, and to be pleasantly surprised by the new ways
our students have found to present their own special fields
and projects.
I must admit that such a short, overall tour-visit can
hardly convey to you a deep and broad understanding of
engineering in terms of the philosophy I expressed in the
opening paragraph—sometimes this takes years for even a
practicing engineer to grasp in shaping his own attitudes
toward life. But I hope that such an ob.servation of engi-
neering education in action may help lay the foundation so
that by combining it and other means high school students
can find an answer to the critical question : Is engineering
the right career for me? We are also, of course, anxious to
have vocational advisers and other members of the high
school faculties, as well as school administrators, parents,
and the general public come to see us.
If you wish, we can make arrangements to h.ave you talk
individually with one or more members of ovn- faculty. In
this connection, it would be helpful if you would write
ahead so that we can plan appointments; but if your plans
are uncertain until the last minute, come anyway and let
us know when you get here. While I will not be in my
office all the time (I, too, want to see what is going on), you
can reach me or members of my staff through my secretary
in Civil Engineering Hall, Room 106.
May I extend, on behalf of our students and staff, a
warm invitation to come to our 1960 Engineering Open
House at I'rbana on IVlarch 1 1 and 12 to see a leading En-
gineering College on parade.
JANUARY, 1960
OLLOW HE EADERisnogame
with Delco. Long a leader in automotive radio engineering and
production, Delco Radio Division of General Motors has charted a
similar path in the missile and allied electronic fields. Especially, we are
conducting aggressive programs in semiconductor material research,
and device development to further expand facilities and leadership
in these areas. Frankly, the applications we see for semiconductors are
staggering, as are those for other Space Age Devices: Computors . . .
Static Inverters . . . Thermoelectric Generators . . . Power Supplies.
However, leadership is not self-sustaining. It requires
periodic infusions of new ideas and new talent— aggressive new talent.
We invite you to follow the leader—Delco— to an exciting,
profitable future.
If you're interested in becoming a part of this challenging
Delco, GM team, write to Mr. Carl Longshore, Supervisor
—
Salaried Employment, for additional information— or talk to our
representative when he visits your campus.
^^ J^ELco Radio Division of General Motors
KoKOMO, Indiana
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• Shown above is a ireon refrigeration system ior manned flight environmental control systems, Garrett
the Boeing 707. Through its unique design, a 10-ton designs and produces equipment for air-breathing
cooling capacity is provided at one-tenth the weight aircraft as well as the latest space vehicles such as
of commercial equipment. The leading supplier of Project Mercury and North American's X-15.
DIVERSIFICATION IS THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE
Company diversification is vital to the graduate engi-
neer's early development and personal advancement
in his profession. The extraordinarily varied experi-
ence and world-wide reputation of The Garrett
Corporation and its AiResearch divisions is supported
by the most extensive design, development and pro-
duction facilities of their kind in the industry.
This diversification of product and broad engineer-
ing scope from abstract idea to mass production,
coupled with the company's orientation program for
new engineers on a rotating assignment plan, assures
you the finest opportunity of finding your most profit-
able area of interest.
Other major fields of interest include:
• Aircraft Flight and Eletfronic Systems— pioneer and
THE
major supplier of centralized flight data systems and
other electronic controls and instruments.
• Missile Systems— has delivered more accessory
power units for missiles than any other company.
AiResearch is also working with hydraulic and hot
gas control systems for missiles.
• Gas Turbine Engines— world's largest producer of
small gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500
delivered ranging from 30 to 850 horsepower.
See the magazine, "The Garrett Corporation and
Career Opportunities," at your college placement
office. For further information write to Mr. Gerald
D. Bradley in Los Angeles...
/AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Lus Angeles H, CuUlmma • Phoenix. Ar
Systems, Packages and C(ini;i(inriiis for: aircraft, missile, nuclear and industrial applications
JANUARY, 1960 H
Guided tour
of the
solar system
The new NASA Thor-boosted research rocket, DELTA, now being con-
structed by Douglas, will set up big signposts for further space explorations.
Combining elements already proved in space projects with an advanced
radio-inertial guidance system developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories
of Western Electric Company, DELTA will have the versatility and accuracy
for a wide variety of satellite, lunar and solar missions. Douglas insistence
on reliability will be riding with these 90 foot, three-stage rockets on every
shoot. At Douglas we are seeking qualified engineers to join us on this and
other equally stimulating projects. Write to C. C. LaVene, Box COO M, Douglas
Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California.
Maxwell Hunter, Asst. Chief Engineer— Space Systems, goes over a
proposed lunar trajectory with Arthur E. Raymond,
Senior Engineering Vice President of DOUGLAS
MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIRCRAFT DC-8 JETLIMERS CARGO TRANSPORTS AIRCOMB I
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spore looks like magnified.
Some pollen isn't
to be sneezed at
.,.it may be clue to oil!
One of nature's most
closely-guarded secrets
is being unraveled to-
day by the painstaking
efforts of research
scientists working
with clues millions of
years old, some dating
back as far as 500 mil-
lion years.
Scientists feel certain that vast supplies of oil lie
undiscovered beneath the earth's surface. Only a few
scattered and skimpy clues to its whereabouts exist.
Fossils of plant and animal life are among the most
important. But with the skill of an expert, nature has
covered the trail well. In many areas, the better known
fossils can't be found!
Constantly searching for new clues, science "detec-
tives" in the laboratories of Pan American Petroleum
Corporation, a Standard Oil affiliate, have turned to
the invisible pollen and spores that fill the air to the
discomfort of hay fever sufferers. (Spores are similar
to pollen and also can cause hay fever symptoms.)
But these pollen and spores no longer peril allergy
victims, for they have been embedded in rock for
millions of years.
These microscopic traces of plant life form the
missing link, telling scientists the same story they
normally get from the larger plant and animal fossils.
Because of this new study, extensive areas, once
passed over, have been opened to re-exploration.
Scientists expect new oil discoveries will be made.
As the result of such trail-blazing research work
America's proved underground oil reserves have grown
larger, prices have remained reasonable, and America
has been assured an adequate supply to keep its
defenses strong.
WHAT MAKES A COMPANY A GOOD CITIZEN?
Responsibility for the future is inherent in good citizen-
ship. One way a company can discharge this obligation
is through research aimed at expanding America's
resources and assuring future generations the benefits
we enjoy today.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY THE SIGN OF PROGRESS ..
THROUGH RESEARCH
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A RESUME IS A TWO-PARTY AFFAIR
Throughout your engineering career, the name
of the first employer appearing on your resume
can be as significant as your education. But, in
selecting that first employer, you should also
consider his resume.
ITT is the largest American-owned world-wide
electronic and telecommunication enterprise.
To give you an idea of the breadth of our
activity . . . there are 80 research and manu-
facturing units and 14 operating companies in
the ITT System playing a vital role in projects
of great national significance in electronics
and telecommunications research, development,
production, service and operation.
The scope and volume of work entrusted to us
by industry and the government opens a broad
range of highly diversified engineering and
technical positions in all areas of our work . . .
from tiny diodes to complex digital computer
systems and a massive network of global
communications.
In addition to the opportunities for work and
association with distinguished engineers and
scientists, our graduate education tuition re-
fund program encourages engineers to continue
their formal training . . . and the facilities
for graduate work near ITT locations are
superior.
This is an all too brief resume. It would be
hard to associate yourself with a company that
off"ers the engineer greater choice of assign-
ment. Write us about your interests— or see
our representatives when they visit your
campus.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y. rrffi
FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • ITT COMPONENTS
DIVISION • ITT FEDERAL DIVISION • ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • ITT LABORATORIES •
INTELEX SYSTEMS. INC. • INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • ITT KELLOGG
DIVISION • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • AMERICAN CABLE AND RADIO CORPORATION •
LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
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The Dean Speaks—
The Importance of
Communication in Engineering
By Associate Dean Stanley H. Pierce
Some people mistakenly believe that
the acquisition of an education in tech-
nical subjects alone is sufficient to be-
come successful in engineerinu;. Al-
though there may be isolated instances
in which an individual has had a mod-
erate degree of success with a purely
technical education, it certainly is not
to be recommended to prospective engi-
neering students.
Freshmen at Illinois ha\e often heard
me say, "You will ne\er be successful
in engineering by just filling your head
with technical information. You may
have e.xcellent ideas for new designs
and technological improvements, how-
ever, they will not be useable unless you
can communicate them to someone else
by means of the written or spoken
word. Courses in rhetoric and speech
will be as important to you and your
career as any technical subject you may
take. Study these courses as hard as you
would study mathematics or physics."
There is an old saying that "hind-
sight is better than foresight." What
do engineering graduates ha\e to sa\
about this area of communication in en-
gineering? They can look back on their
college education and evaluate it in
light of their present engineering e\-
I
periences.
Professor Herman A. Kstrin of the
Newark College of Engineering wrote
,ni interesting article on this subject in
I
the November 1959 issue of College
I
English, published by the National
Cnvmcil of Teachers of English. He
ivked several hiuidred alunuii of his
i-ollege the question, "What ad\ice
I
would you give a freshman concerning
I
the study of English in an engineering
curriculum?" Permission has been
granted to include the answers to this
question in the Technograph. There is
a wealth of sound advice in the four-
teen points, summarized by Professor
F.strin below, which are applicable to
both engineering and non-engineering
students.
1. Approach English as \ou \\ould
any task. Work as hard at it as you
need, to become proficient. English is
goxerned by rules and laws as are all
technical studies. Learn and use them.
2. E'tilize every opportunity to write
;
and in writing, practice convening ideas
clearly and concisely.
3. Treat English at least as import-
antly as any techru'cal course and get as
broad and comprehensi\e an English
background as possible.
4. Become proficient in expressing
yourself on paper. Develop the habit
of writing all decisions, since industry
tries to avoid verbal orders.
5. Learn the fundamentals of gram-
mar well. Learn how to present ideas,
to put important things first, and to
eliminate the irrelevant.
6. Learn to write technical papers
and learn to read them. Learn how to
organize and present a technical report
verbally through use of charts and
graphs. Above all, learn how to spell
!
Misspelled words create the same im-
pression as gravy stains on a necktie.
7. Concentrate particularly in acquir-
ing the abilit)' to write clear, concise
letters and articles. Master completely
not only grammar forms but also
rhetoric. Become thoroughly able to
think and speak on your feet.
8. Treat English I as you would
Physics I or Chemistry L The f<eii dis-
places the slide rule /is an individual
advances in cngincerint/.
9. Pay close attention to the assign-
ments. Advancement in business (in-
cluding greater remuneration) can be
achieved only by people who can ex-
press their thoughts and desires in a
manner that will make them be listened
to by others. This can be accomplished
only by speech or composition.
10. L'^se your teacher harshly as \oiir
critic. English is a subject as important
as any of the rest, and you cannot af-
ford the luxur\' of letting the teacher
set the pace.
11. Take English, but study coin-
ntunication. This, more than any other
quality which you may possess, will set
the rate and extent of your professional
advancement.
12. Learn sentence structure and
write intelligently. I think that men
should be made to read other men's
compositions and reports to sec how
miserabl\- most people write.
1.1. Do not consider English as a sec-
ondary subject. It can be more valuable
than any technical course. More respon-
sibilities given to a person in his job
usually mean more administrative func-
tions—residting in less slide-rule work
and greater need for effective English
to commiuiicate ideas and policy.
14. If you do not succeed in master-
ing Engineering, be certain to obtain a
mastery of English. For in the end it
u'ill be one subject you will need more
than any other during your lifetime.
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Since its inception nearly 23 years ago,
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given
the free world its first tactical guided mis-
sile system, its first earth satellite, and
its first lunar probe.
In the future, underthe direction of the
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, pioneering on the space fron-
YOUR TASK FOR THE FUTURE
tier will advance at an accelerated rate.
The preliminary instrument explora-
tions that have already been made only
seem to define how much there is yet
to be learned. During the next few years,
payloads will become larger, trajectories
will become more precise, and distances
covered will become greater. Inspections
will be made of the moon and the plan-
ets and of the vast distances of inter-
planetary space; hard and soft landings
will be made in preparation for the time
when man at last sets foot on new worlds.
In this program, the task of JPL is to
gather new information for a better un-
derstanding of the World and Universe.
"VVe do these things because of the unquenchable curiosify of
Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and
then setting out to find the answers. In the course of getting
these answers, he has provided practical benefits to man that
have sometimes surprised even the scientist.
"Who con tell what we will find when we gel to the planets ?
Who, at this present time, can predict what potential benefits
to man exist in this enterprise ? No one con say with any accu-
racy what we will find as we fly farther away from the earth,
first with instruments, then with man. It seems fo me that we
ore obligated to do these things, as human beings'.'
DR. W. H. PICKERING, Director, JPL
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields:
INFRA-RED • OPTICS • MICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION • ENGINEERING MECHANICS
STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY • INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS
Send professional resume for out immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory.
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Newsflash: Washington, D.C., 5:45 A.M. The Plexus, carry-
ing the first man to Mars, was just launched from Cape Canav-
eral. Confusion and excitement reigned. Paul Getz, the passen-
ger, was sent off amid chaos. His family received countless tele-
grams of congratulations. All America was restless and proud.
At 9:10 a.m. a report came in from
Salina, Kansas, that the Plexus had
failed, and had landed on the outskirts
of the corn growing community. Ap-
parently it had made less than one orbit
of the earth before landing. Thus far
there were no signs of Getz. Instruc-
tions were broadcast for no one to enter
the Plexus under any circumstances.
Government officials wanted first hand
observation in order to determine the
cause of failure.
Scientists and technicians in charge
of the project were flown immediately
to the site. Swift]\- but cautiously two
men entered the ship. Although ex-
ternally the appearance was identical to
the Plexus, the interior revealed a more
advanced knowledge of inter-spacial
travel. The instrument panels were la-
beled in unreadable hieroghphics. The
investigators were frigjitened and con-
fused. Why? How?
Both ran from the spaceship like
scared children. By this time, a crowd of
curious spectators had gathered, re-
strained by armed military police. How-
ever, the attention was not on the metal
tube, but a man dressed similarly to
Getz, ready for space travel. From the
crowd were hurled threatening ques-
tions, but the man would make no reply.
He looked neither Mongoloid, nor Ori-
ental, nor Caucasoid. He was different.
Indescribably different . . . He\\ildercd,
the men fought their wa\' through the
crowd to the nucleus of Army officials,
told them the phenomena of the instru-
ment panels and stared at the space-clad
stranger.
The research center in Washington
was alerted to the freak experience in
Kansas. More experts were Hown ui.
H\- now, most of the American public
was aware. Tension stretched tighter
and tighter as time passed with no con-
cluding results.
Intense inspection of its mechanical
properties led to the assumption that
the origin of the ship was Mars. Mile-
age was approximate. The fuel tank,
halt empty, contained exactly the
amount estimated for the Plexus.
With this new store of information,
officials again turned their attention to
the stranger. His attempts to communi-
cate were luu'ntelligible, his facial ex-
pressions grotesque. Fear of the un-
known roused the mob to \ioIeut out-
bursts of nervous energy.
A small boy dodged his wa\ through
the crowd, pointing his toy tommy gun
at the foreign intruder. "A . . . a . . .
. . . a . . . a . . . aaaa . . ." Terrified
bv the strange noise and insulted by
the nervous laughter, the stranger grab-
bed the child, shaking him and stamp-
ing the plastic gun to pieces. From the
turbulent crowd, men sprang forward
and freed the child. The space visitor
was mauled, beaten, bruised and left
bleeding on tlie groinid. The distraught
Army officials rushed him to the near-
est hospital where he was given little
chance to live. He made several at-
tempts to communicate, but exhaustion
defeated him each time.
Washington, D.C. 1 :,>!) a.m.: com-
munication was established witii Getz.
Tlie feeble message decoded :
"/ nni in captivity until the Mar-
tian is returned. Earth ilepemh
upon fllS safety."
As this message was being relayed
to Kansas, news of the stranger's death
was being rela\e(i to Washington.
— By Cynthia Patterson
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The word space commonly represents the outer, airless regions of the universe.
But there is quite another kind of "space" close at hand, a kind that will always
challenge the genius of man.
This space can easily be measured. It is the space-dimension of cities and the
distance between them . . . the kind of space found between mainland and off-
shore oil rig, between a tiny, otherwise inaccessible clearing and its supply
base, between the site of a mountain crash and a waiting ambulance—above all,
Sikorsky is concerned with the precious "spaceway" that currently exists be-
tween all earthbound places.
Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL
aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most
versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve-
hicles that can prove to be tomorrow's most versatile means of transportation.
Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical
engineering talent. Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet.
IKORSKY
AIRCRAFT
For information about careers with us, please ad-
dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department.
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT
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AT RAYTHEON...
Scientific imagination
focuses on . . . RADAR ...
SONAR . . . COMMUNICATIONS . .
.
MISSILE SYSTEMS . . .
ELECTRON TUBE TECHNOLOGY...
SOLID STATE
Challenging professional assignments are of-
fered by Raytheon to outstanding graduates
in electrical engineering, mechanical engin-
eering, physics and mathematics. These as-
signments include research, systems, devel-
opment, design and production of a wide
variety of products for commercial and mil-
itary markets.
For specific information, visit your place-
ment director, obtain a copy of "Raytheon
. . . and your Professional Future," and ar-
range for an on-campus interview. Or you
may write directly to Mr. John B. Whitla,
College Relations, 1360 Soldiers Field Road,
Brighton 36, Massachusetts.
Excellence in Eleclrontct
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What are the Odds?
From PRECIS
H( ill \()u live.
What arc >our chances of winiiiiiK
the Irish Sweepstakes? Of drawing a
perfect hand at bridge? Of acquiring a
mate, if presently unattached ?
No one can tell you for certain, of
course, but the mathematical experts
who spend their lives doping out the
laws of chance can do almost as well:
they can tell you the odds.
What, for example, are the mathe-
matical chances of your living to a ripe
old age? According to annuity tables
worked out by insurance actuaries, the
odds are that a twenty-year-old man
will live 54.23 years longer; a girl of
the same age can expect 59.43 addition-
al years of life.
Once you reach 30, the odds say you
will survive another 44.61 years if you
are a man, another 49.70 if a member
of "the weaker sex." At 40, figure on
another 35.15 (or 40.11) years; at 50,
you're odds-on to hang around for 26.23
(36.81) (twelve-months) more.
Men of sixty are favored to sunive
till 78 ; women of the same age are
good bets to reach 82. Once you've
achieved 70, the odds say you'll sur\i\e
past 80, giving the men 11.86 more
years and women 14.18.
Rut lest you become over confident
and do something silly—like 80 miles
an hour—remember that your chances
of accidental injruy this year are about
1 in 17, and that accidents are the
priman' cause of death from age 1 to
44!
Unfortunately, yovu' chances of acci-
dentally striking it rich are much, much
slimmer. The odds against any single
ticket winning the Irish Sweepstakes? A
sad 60,000 to one.
According to information supplied by
Facit, Inc., creators of precision-made
Swedish biisiness machines, even great-
er are tiie odds against your drawing a
royal flush at poker: 649,739 to one. On
four of a kind, they drop to 4,164. The
odds on getting a Hush are only 508 to
one against you, and a straight comes
even easier at t254 to one.
You can easily figure your chances of
a straight or a flush by counting the
number of cards that will do it against
the number of cards remaining in the
deck. It's 47 to 8 on the first, 47 to 9
on the second.
You have 4 chances in 47 of drawing
an inside straight — a bet hardly worth
taking unless the table is likely to con-
tain, at the very least, 12 times as much
money as you're likely to wager. And
then you may lose because an inside
straight can be beaten.
How about bridge? The odds against
a perfect hand — all 13 cards of the
same suit — are a ridiculous 635,013,-
599,599 to one. But few card players
stop to think that the odds against their
picking up any specified hand—includ-
ing that awful one that Fate dealt you
last night—are exactly the same as the
odds against holding thirteen spades.
Has a whole table ever held perfect
hands at one deal ? Yes—and it hap-
pened quite recently
—
just this past
April. The lucky players: the Duke of
Marlborough and some aristocratic pals
at a London bridge table. The odds
against this particidar mluke, as com-
puted with the help of a Facit calc\i-
lator, were 53,644,737,765,488,702,-
839,247,440,000 to one!
Hut if \ou think those odds are high,
just tr\- to calculate the odds against
the Facit, or the Odhner ading machine
—or any other precision machine—mak-
ing a mistake. The odds against such a
boner are infinite
!
Often called a gamble, marriage, too,
has computable odds. At the age of
twenty, a girl has nine chances in ten
of marrying at some time during her
life. At 25 she has 78 chances in 100 of
marrying, by 30 her chances are 55 out
of 100, a year later she has an even
chance, and by 32 the odds are slightly
against her—16.4 chances in 100 of be-
coming a Mrs.
A man of 30, on the other hand, has
72 chances in 100 of finding a wife,
and the odds don't begin to work against
him till the age of 35, when he has
slightly less than one chance in two of
marrying. (A woman of the same age
battles three to one odds against finding
a mate.) There are 31.7 chances in lOO
that a man of 40 will wed ; one chance
out of five that a woman of the same
age will marry.
What are the chances of wedded bliss
including a set of twins, triplets, quad-
ruplets or quints? Though multiple
births do tend to "run in families, " the
theoretical odds against any expanctant
mother giving birth to twins are 90 to
one. The odds against her producing
triplets are 9,000 to one, 900,00(1
against quadruplets and 90,000,0(10
against repeating the accomplishment of
Papa and Mama Dionne!
But surely you can count on a tift\-
fifty chance of getting a boy (or a girl
if you want one)? Not quite; Actually
the ods are very slightly in favor of hav-
ing a son. One hundred and five boys
are born for every 100 girls. Doctors
know that the very young mother ( teens
and early twenties) is even more likely
to produce a son.
The law of averages has no influence
in determining the sx of a child—or any
other issue in doubt. No fallacy has cost
more people more money than the
"lightning doesn't strike twice in the
same place" myth. It's even cost lives!
The chances of getting "heads" on a
coin toss, no matter how many "heads"
have rolled before, is always one in two.
And many soldiers in World War I
found, to their cost, that a newh' made
shell-hole was no safer a refuge than a
trench which had not been previously
hit. It's true that the chances of two
shells striking exactly the same spot are
very small. But after the first one has
hit, the chance that a second one will
strike the same place is no smaller than
the chance that it will strike any other
point on the battlefield !
But if \ou a\oid shell-holes, tire
blowouts and lovdette tables, your
own chances of sur\i\al couldn't be bet-
ter.
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Getting the jump in a card game
can mean hurdling tremendous
odds. You hove only one chance
in 649,739 of drawing a royal
flush in poker, one in 4,164 of
getting four of a kind. But the
odds against a perfect bridge
hand-635,599,599 to one-are
no higher than the odds against
getting any specified hand in
the deck! (Figures and drawings
from Facit, Inc.)
Using more complex methods of
doping out life expectancies,
statisticians hove come up with
figures that would make any-
body flip. The average citizen of
20 is odds-on to survive at least
another 54 years. At 30, he's
favored to live another 44 years,
the 40-year-old can expect an-
other 35 years of life, men of 50
are odds-on to survive post 75.
And the outlook for women is
even better!
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Number Four in a Scrict ENGINEERING GRADUATES—YOUR
STEPPING
STONES
TO
Just as the satisfactory recovery of an or-
bital vehicle signals the success of a space
project, you, as a professional engineer, will in
time enjoy increased prestige in your company
and community, a high standard of living, and
personal pride in the knowledge that your con-
tributions have advanced the art of aeronautical
and space technology.
At McDonnell—a large number of relatively
young engineers are already enjoying the hall-
marks of success mentioned above. You, too, can
write f/oH?- success story with us by taking ad-
^- vantage of McDonnell's Stepping Stones to
*',• Space.
Learn more about our company and com-
munity by seeing our Engineering Representa-
tive when he visits your campus, or, if you
prefer, write a brief note to: Raymond F. Kaletta
Engineering Employment Supervisor
P.O. Box 516, St. Louis 66, Missouri
llluslfatiny McDonnell's youthful and dynamic management is
Jotin Yardley, age 34. Project Engineer-Project Mercury. John re-
ceived his BSAE from Iowa State in 1944. and his MS Applied
Mechanics Degree from Washington U., St. Louis, in 1950.
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'SWEATING MY PHYSICS FINAL? WHY-- NO!
WHAT MAKES YOU ASK THAT?"
i JANUARY, 1960
\
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AERONAUTICAL
ENGINEERING
Aerodynamics
Acroilx iiaiiiii's is the ticlil ot M'Vd-
iiautiial eiifjiiifi-riiiji; which tli-als witli
the (Ifteriniiiation of the flows past a
boily immersed in a fluid medium, and
the forces and moments wliich they
produce on the body.
To aid in the stuil\ of aerodynamics,
l.iboratory experiments are conducteil
ar)d the results are employed in sol\-
insr associated problems. The shock tube
which will be on display in Aero Lab
H generates a shock wave which mo\es
past a model, producing flow velocities
up to 20 times the speed of soimd for
very short durations of time. By pho-
tographing the model during this period
with a high speed camera, valuable data
is obtained. The smoke tunnel, also on
display in Lab H, enables the engineer
to stud\ low speed flows past wing sec-
tions at various angles of attack. This
is accomplished by injecting parallel
streams of smoke into air passing over
an airfoil which in turn trace the path
of the air stream lines. The analog com-
puter provides solutions of flight re-
gime problems by means of circuit bal-
ancing. Such problems would be ex-
tremely difficult to solve without the
aid of this valuable electronic device.
Students also study aerodynamics
through individual research. Two ex-
amples of this are the working models
of a helicopter and a ground-effect ve-
hicle which will be demonstrated for
(Open House visitors. These devices are
employed in examining the phenomena
of li()\ering and vertical take-offs and
landings. Through such research will
eventually come airliners which are cap-
able of landing on a football field and
still travel in level flights at supersonic
speeds from city to cit\.
Aircraft Structures Display
Once upon a time when Sir Barn-
stormer and his steed, the Biplane, were
champions of the air, the primary prob-
lem of aircraft structural engineers was
to design an aircraft structure whose
strength was superior to the air loads
supplied to it. Loss of material stren;uh
due to vibration and high temperatures
was unheard of.
Today however, as aircraft speeds
creep past mach S. such as in the X-15
rocket airplane, the "structures man" is
required to become well versed in struc-
tural problems whose complexities were
not even imagined.
Flutter, or vibration, not only of con-
trolled surfaces such as ailerons and ele-
vators but also of wings and fuselage
panels, plagues the modern aircraft
structural engineer. In our wind-tunnel.
Lab A, we will have an airfoil section
installed which demonstrates the phe-
nomena of flutter.
Structures can no longer be analyzed
only as single strength systems. Due to
heat addition from air friction temper-
ature rise and material properties are
The piasma-jef in operation
impaired. To combat strength losses due
to these temperature rises, we can
:
a. use a heavier structure
b. use improved materials
c. emiiioN a combination of steps a
and b.
The last alternative is usually the
necessary one. In Lab B we will ha\e
a display of some of the high tempera-
ture probleins and their solutions.
In addition to the displays in these
relatively new fields, a Baldwin Test-
ing Machine will be used to exhibit the
torsional failures of columns loaded in
compression. Photoelasticity and its use
in explaining stress fields will be dem-
onstrated.
Samples of aircraft honey-comb struc-
tures and some small parts will also be
shown.
Aircraft Propulsion
Did you ever hear of a bladeless tur-
bine? Well, believe it or not, the Aero
Department will have on display a Tes-
la turbine, which extracts power from
high-pressure air, gas or steam using
nothing more than a series of plain flat
steel discs. The friction of the gas
passing over the disks rotates them at a
high speed, thereby providing power
with greater simplicity and far less
weight than any conventional gas tur-
bine.
In\ented b\ Nikola Tesia in l*^!,^,
this device is now being developed by
the department for use in light aircraft.
Because of the lack of blades, the tiu--
bine can produce much more power per
pound and can operate at higher tem-
peratures; and at the same time it is
far cheaper and simpler than the bladed
gas turbine. It will be demonstrated in
Aero Lab B.
Aero Lab A will sound like Cape
Canaveral when our working model
rocket motor is demonstrated. Using
hydrogen and oxygen for fuel, this
motor works on the same principle as
those used on our biggest missiles.
Also demonstrated in Lab A will be
a plasma jet generator, a propulsion
system of the future. Creating a jet hot-
ter than the surface of the sun, the
plasma generator can produce up to ten
times as much thrust per pound of fuel
as the conventional chemical rocket en-
gines. The plasma generator also is the
power source of the hypersonic wind
tunnel which subjects models of ballis-
tic missiles and space vehicles to the ex-
treme temperatures they will encounter
on re-entering the atmosphere from
outer space. You will see an actual
model of a missile nose cone melt like
butter before your eyes.
On display in Aero Lab B will be
an actual working model of a ramjet
engine. Also there will be full-scale
cutaway displays of turbojet, pidsejet
and rocket engines.
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Prof. McCloy and Prof. Yen are shown operating the Tesia turbine
Shown obove is the shock tube which is used by the Aeronautical and Mechanical
Engineering Departments for research. A rapidly expanding gas travels the
length of this tube creating shock waves which may be studied.
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AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERING
Kngineeriiig, an essential in a;irieul-
tural progress, is the theme tor the Agri-
cultural Kngincering Open House dis-
play of 10()(). By use of actual machines,
models, and displays the Illinois Student
Branch of the American Society of Ag-
ricultural Engineers will present a few
of the projects and products of engi-
neering research.
Agricultural I''ngineers will feature
the newest method of transportation
developed by man, the "Aeromobile."
The aeromobile developed by Dr. W.
R. Bertelsen, Nepon.set, Illinois, pow-
ered by a 75 H.P. engine rides on an air
cushion free of the surface of the ground
moving at speeds up to 40 miles per
hour. The engine drives a fan that pro-
vides the air cushion that the aeromobile
rides on. Steering is provided by flaps or
fins that control the flow of air and lie-
termine the direction of travel for the
machine. The inventor reports that the
machine will travel over water, hover
over a field or move in any direction at
will. The machine may enable many
new kinds of agricultural applications
to be developed with transportation over
wet fields, swamps and bogs becoming
possible. See it at the Agricultural En-
gineering (^pen House Exhibit.
Agricultural engineering cons'sts of
four divisions, each embracing the work
being done in four great areas of agri-
culture. These are the divisions of
power and machinery, soil and water,
farm structures and farm electrification.
The power and machinery exhibit
will be high lighted by the presence of
a "fuel cell" tractor, a research project
of Allis Chalmers Co., which utilizes a
greatly different method of producing
power than found in conventional farm
tractors. The fuel cell instantly con-
verts chemical energy to electrical en-
ergy in the fonn of direct current. The
chemical energ\' pro\iding the fuel is a
gas nuxture which is largely propane.
Although this is a research tractor, it
is of commercial size and will pull a
two-bottom plow. The main advantage
of the engine is its efficiency in the range
of 60-70 per cent, whereas the best
diesel engines are about 40 per cent ef-
ficient.
Another feature of the power and
machinery exhibit will be a tractor
equipped with an automatic guidance
system. This system is capable of com-
pletely guiding the tractor as it goes
through the field. The onh' effort re-
quired of the operator is that which is
necessary to turn tlie tractor at the end
of the field.
Also included in the exhibit will be
cutaway views of automatic and con-
ventional tractor transmissions as well
as a corn planter test stand which shows
the working mechanisms of a modern
farm corn planter.
The soil and water area will ha\e a
field tile flow line demonstration. B\'
the use of colored dyes added to the
water flowing through a glass faced
sand tank, the flow lines of water to a
subsurface drainage tile can be observed.
This model allows the comparison of
actual flow patterns with those deri\ed
from theoretical analysis.
Another demonstration will consist of
a portable water channel and scale mod-
els of various water control structures.
The use of these models for the hy-
draidics of various designs may be ob-
served as well as the variations in ca-
pacity for various How conditions.
The soil and water division will also
feature several other interesting ex-
hibits. One of these will be a sprinkler-
type irrigation set-up showing how the
rate of application of water may be
varied through the use of various size
nozzles and direction of spray. The sec-
ond model (iispla\ is that of soil erosion
control structures. These plastic models
are of flumes, V-notch spillways, and
dams with drop-box inlets. There are
also enlarged photographs of field con-
ditions where these structures are being
used.
The third division is that of farm
structures. The increasingly wide-
spread use of steel construction will be
shown by a complete farmstead model.
This model shows the use of steel build-
ings in a typical beef and swine opera-
tion.
Another model present will he that
of a machine to test trusses of all t\|ies.
This machine allows accurate labora-
tory determination of the effects of
loads on the various types of tni;ses
which are used in farm biuldings.
The fourth division is that of farm
electrification where there is very much
interest in feed processing and handling.
This will be illustrated by a model of
a completely automatic live' tock feeding
system. Such a system is capable of mix-
ing the desired ration and t'ci deliver-
ing it to the animals in the correct
amount at the desired t nie. This is
tnd\ the start of "farm automation."
The extent to which electricit\ is
put to use on the farm is well brought
out by a model farm huout. Operation-
al electric devices on the model show-
how electricity is used to reduce labor.
Of much interest to niati\, especially
swine pioducers, wdl be the display of
electric floor heating. A concrete slab
is cast arovuul a layout of electrical heat-
ing cables which results in a floor for
which the temperatuie nia\ be con-
trolled.
For a first-hand view of some of the
many advances taking place in Agricul-
tural Engineering be sure to stop at the
tent housing the previous!) described ex-
hibits. You'll be glad that you did!
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This student is shown spraying
dust into a tractor air cleaner to
test the effectiveness of various
filters.
The radio-controlled tractor above will be demonstrated at this year's
Open House.
I
This air tent will house all the Agricultural Engineering displays. It is supported by air blown from a crop dryer.
I
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CERAMIC
ENGINEERING
'riic wiiilcl ill wliich we Inc. the lilc
we lead is inw made p()^sil1l^ rhinuLih
tlic ili'vclopini'iit anil use ot ci-ramu'
proilucrs. Ceramics is teehnicalK ile-
fineil as: "iion-nietallir, inorganic ma-
terials wliK'li ie(iuiie the use ot liif^li
temperature in their processin;:." Hut
what does ceramics mean to me—wliat
iloes ceramics mean to you?
Ceramics is the foundation cil our
liomes; the bricks, (ibreglass insulation,
,ind plaster in the walls, the windows,
the sanitar\ facilities, the ceramic coat-
ed ranijes, washers and bath tubs, the
dishes, the ^rlassware, the mirrors, and
e\cn the lif;lu bulbs. But this li-t is
iinK the beginning. The television s-t
h.is a ceramic picture tube and many
small ceramic electronic parts. Outside
the home the impact of ceramics still
hea\ily inHuences our lives. The streets
upon which we walk, the sewers we
need, the bmldings we admire—the
heaut\ (it our comnu;nit\ is due in a
l.ir^e extent to ceranuc jiroducts.
Ceramics though, has a more subtle
function in our e\eryda\' lives. With-
out ceramics, there would be no automo-
biles, no sil\ iTw;ire, no airplanes— no
steel because ceramic materials line the
inside of the blast furnaces in the steel-
making processes, and practically e\ery
other turn.ice in existance. ( )ther ma-
terials simpl\ cannot withstand the
temperatures recjuired in toda\'s manu-
tacturing processes. Almost e\ery article
we possess either has within itself or
has been manufactured using ceramic
inateiials or products. With a small in-
sight into the products at our disposal
and the processes used in their manu-
f,-icrure we can easily see that niir world
is tniK— a ceramic world!
Iiut what about the future.'' It. too,
will be a ceramic world. I here will he
ceranuc structures for space \ehR'les,
ceramic rocket engine parts, ceramic nu-
clear fuels, high temperature ceramic
electronic components, fabrication of
cenunic components for atomic piles and
many other products that now seem onh
like the wildest of ilreams. How is the
ceramic engineering curriculum |irepar-
ing for tomorrow so that we all ma\
have a better toda\ ?
Ceramic engineering is t.aught in a
Determining the temperature of a porcelain enamel smelting furnace by
means of an optical pyrometer.
curriculum which maintains a sound en-
gineering basis in mathematics, chemis-
try, physics, applied mechanics and en-
gineering design with clecti\es in so-
cial science and humanities. On this
base the stud\ of high temperature re-
actions ;ind equilibria in the processing
of nonmetailic, inorganic raw materials
is expanded to apph' to the problems
of a wide \ariet\ of the process indus-
tries. In |iarticular is the "ceramic in-
dustry;" ie., glass, refractories, porce-
lain enamel, structural clay products,
abrasives whitewares, electrical compo-
nents, cements, etc. This may include,
however, the mineral processing activi-
ties of ,in\ industrv in which high tem-
perature technologh is emphned.
With the advent of the nuclear era,
supersonic tra\el and missiles, the field
of ceramic engineering has become even
more important. These new endeavors
have made necessary traimng in the
high temperature disciplines, in elec-
tronic ceramics and in similar .-illied
fields.
Opportunities for professional devel-
opment for engineers with a ceramic
background are almost unlimited. The
broad training received in ceramic engi-
neering leads the graduates to positions
of responsibility in fundamental investi-
gations and research on materials, pro-
duct development, process development
and supervision, quality control, manu-
facturing administration, or sales and
technical service in the use of raw ma-
terials, mineral products, and processing
equipment. Tho.se engineers with par-
ticular .iptitude for engineering design
have an opportunity for employment in
fields where a knowledge of the engi-
neering properties of materials at ele-
vated temperatures is of paramount in-
terest, such as industrial furnace design,
a'.-ronautical and space applications, or
nuclear and conventional power plants.
The future ceramic engineer, in short
may be a high-temperature materials
specialist in a modern engineering team
devoted to research, development, opera-
tion, or sales in ,-i world that has needed
and used ceramics from the ancient
aqueducts and roads of Rome to the
spectacular advances of the space age.
This world is truly a ceramic world
;
and a glimpse of it mav' be obtained at
the 1960 Engineering Open House.
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An hydraulic press is used to form dry shapes of ceramic materials in a study
of desirable dies and pressure relationships.
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CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING
l*iT>i)iis touring the Kasr Clu-niistr\
Hiiililiiii,' ilni-ins rhe I'lWI Kiifiiiu-eiiiij:
( )pcii House will be shown some ot rhe
processes atul equipment used e\eiy il:i\
in the industrial world. The majority
of the processes arc located in the four-
story I Hit Operations Laboratory and
are ot proportions approximating tlie
size ot pilot plants which are simpl>
scaled-down, tulh -operating models of
the commercially-employed units. The
dl•si,^n and operation of the pilot plant
is ijeneralU the last important step in
the sequence of events which often
starts in a chemist's test tube and which
ma.\- or may not result in the full-scale
operation of a chemical plant. Pilot
plant work thus constitutes a \ery im-
portant and challenuint; phase of chenu-
cal engineerin;;.
The tour of the "Init Ops Lab," as
it is called by those closely associated
with it, will consist of demonstrations
and explanations of gas absorption, dis-
tillation, filtration and radiochemistry.
Exhibits not in the main laboratory in-
clude a temperatme measurement dis-
play, a Chem-Magic show, and a series
of films showing the chemical engineer
applying his talents in industry.
The gas absorption displa\-, more
commonly called "Chem-Pop," consists
of a long, clear, packed column which
contains uncarbonated popade. The car-
bonating gas carbon dioxide, is then
bubbled through the column and is ;ib-
This bomb is used to obtain extremely high pressures. Variations in pressure
are detected by the defraction of light rays passing through the high
pressure area.
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sorbed by the liquid, thus producing a
refreshing drink of sparkling Chem-Pop
as well as demonstrating the process of
gas absorption.
.Another clear plastic colunui is em-
ployed to visually exhibit the distilla-
tion process. A solutioti of two liquids
of different boiling points, one of which
is colored, is heated and thus vaporized.
The \apor phase, consisting initially of
both components, is forced up through
the distillation column which, by means
of tower trays and a uniform tempera-
ture gradient gradually separates the
two \apors. In this particular two com-
ponent separation, one compoi'iMit (the
lower boiling of the two) goes out the
top of the tower as a vapor while the
other condenses and flows back down
through the column.
The apparatus used to demonstrate
filtration is called a continuous vacu-
um rotary filter. A slurry of colored
calcium carbonate in water is fed to
the bottom section of the slowly rotat-
ing, cloth-wrapped drum. The water is
then sucked through the cloth hy \irtue
of a partial vacuum drawn on the in-
side of the drum, leaving the sludge or
filtrate adhering to the cloth. The fil-
trate is later removed by releasing the
\acuum and scraping the drum. 1 his
t\pe of filter has found widespread use
in many separation processes.
The radiochemistry exhibit is intend-
ed to explain the operation and applica-
tions of geiger covmters anil other in-
struments and equipment utilized in ex-
perimental work and in radioactive
chemical tracer techniques.
The temperature measinTment dis-
play, located in the instrumentation lab-
oratory on the .second floor, will include
a more or less chronologically based ar-
rangement of the many devices used by
chemical engineers to measure and con-
trol that very important process vari-
able, temperature. The display contains
a rather extensive number of instru-
ments, ranging from the simple mer-
cur\ thermometer to devices as complex
as the optical pyrometer and the self-
balancing potentiometer type tempera-
ture recorded and controller.
Intended both to balance the tour of
the scientific and engineering aspects of
chemical engineering and to give the
possibly travel-weary visitor a chance to
relax for a few minutes, are the Cheni
Ma'iic show and the films. These are
both performed periodically and will
pro\e to he entertaining as well as edu-
cational.
Another unique feature of the Chemi-
cal Engineering Department's Open
House Program is the use of a group
of guides, whose purpose is to lead the
\isitors through the building and dis-
pla\s and to answer their questions on
the subject of chemical engineering.
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Fermentation apparatus in chemical engineering enables biochemistry students
to study all types of biological action.
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CIVIL
ENGINEERING
Have you cvt-r thouglu ot the miser-
able, lowly civil engineer, out in the
rain aiiii cold, shoutinsj tour-letter words
at the laborers to encourage them to
work a little less slowly? Have you
ever thought of how frustrated he must
be when rain washes out his new road ;
or when the foundations upon which he
was going to place his new building sud-
denly sink into the ground for no ap-
parent reason ; or when a flood rises to
tear away his new and beautiful bridge?
If you have ever thought about this
miserable, lowly engineer, you have
probably become convinced that you
don't have to be crazy to be a civil en-
gineer, but it helps.
You may have looked in open-
mouthed awe at a news film of a rocket
laimching and decided that you would
have to be a rocket engineer. Or, you
may have taken a tour through nuclear
reactor facilities, such as Argonne Na-
tional Laboratories, and decided that
there wa,s no other field worth consid-
ering except nuclear physics. Then on
\()ur way home, \ou passed a location
where a new road was being construct-
ed. Amid the dust, noise, and confusion,
you saw a man who appeared to be en-
cased in dirt from head to toe. This.
you guessed, was a civil engineer. But
after all, who would want to work in
conditions like that? How can a grini>
civil engineer compare to a distinguished
scientist in a white coat working with
complex equipment ?
If you have ever thought of these
things, you have been thinking of the
wrong person. The true civil engineer
is a combination of construction boss,
on-the-spot computer and catalogue of
engineering know-how, designer, and
public relations man. He is constantly
trying to find new and less expensive
means of achieving important goals.
The civil engineer's college education
provides a complete back-ground in tech-
nical subjects and in areas which will
help the engineer to communicate with
his fellow man. The Department of
Civil Engineering at the University of
Illinois is acknowledged as one of the
finest in the country. There are many
prominent citizens of this country who
spent many of their college hours in
Civil Kngineering Hall at the U. of I.
The qu:dit> ot the graduato, hi)we\er,
is only a reflection ot the qualir> of the
faculty.
At the 1960 Engineering Open House
the student civil engineers plan to dem-
onstrate how they go about developing
this complete backgroimd to aid them
in their future fields of endeavor. They
will show how known principles are
applied and how new theories are
proven. If you are interested in the
The traditional civil engineer
world about \()u, do not bypass the in-
formative displays of the ci\il engi-
neers.
Have you ever watchctl a building
being constructed and wondered what
was going on? You will be able to see
the whole process from the initial cost
estimates to the laying of the last brick.
If \ou decide to pursue this phase of
ci\il engineering, you will not only re-
ceive instruction in the efficient use of
heavy construction equipment but also
in labor relations and in the economics
of engineered construction.
Most of you either are or soon will
be drivers. The design and construction
of the highways iqion which you drive
is another of civil engineering's many
piiases. The proper niethml of timing
traffic through a town wdl be demon-
strated. There will also be a model
of a modern traffic interchange. This
type of structure will become more
prevalent as the interstate highway sys-
tem nears completion. There will also
be examples of student-prepared high-
way designs. These show the amount of
material which a student highway engi-
neer masters during his years of study.
In recent years, you have no doubt
read of the many floods that have oc-
cured in the United States. While these
flood have caused much damage, the
amount of such damage is slight when
compared with the additional damage
that has been prevented by the hydraulic
engineer. The students of hydraulic en-
gineering show in model form just how
a flood is prevented. Flood control is
just one small part of the main interest
of hydraulic engineers which is the con-
trol and efficient utilization of water,
our most abundant and most misused
national resource.
Closely associated with the liydraulic
engineer is the sanitary engineer. After
water is made available to a population
center, it must be made fit for human
consumption. The student sanitary engi-
neers plan to show the advances in their
field through the use of a model water
purification system. The job of water
purification is almost the direct opposite
of the other task of the sanitary engi-
neer which is the disposal of industrial
and human waste. The difficulties of
this task have been greatly increased be-
cause of the general use of radioactive
material in some industries. Some ways
in which these difficulties are overcome
will be of interest to all.
The most impressive means of ma.ss
transportation is the railroad. As the
years go by, the efficient use of the
railway systems becomes more of a prob-
lem to the railway engineer. The use
of modern equipment and better meth-
ods of planning are two solutions to the
problem. Methods of planning will be
shown through the use of models. Full-
size modern equipment will be dem-
onstrated on a nearby siding. This may
be your only chance to see the inside
of a diesel locomotive.
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The most basic but at the same time
the most complex ph;use of civil eng;i-
neeriiig is the study of structures. Most
of the other phases are in some way
concerned with structures. Highway
and railroad bridges, dams, and filtra-
tion plants are all structures. Many ex-
amples of the various types of struc-
tures will be shown in model form. You
will get an opportunity to see structural
research in action in the crane bay of
Talbot Laboratory. Since all structures
must eventualh carry their loads to the
earth, the types of foundations become
important. Some of the spectacular
foundation failures in the past will be
clcpictcd.
The \ arious parts of a structvne must
tit together accurately. The lengths and
widths of the parts are known, there-
fore the entire length and width of
the structure must be accurately fixed
upon the earth's surface. The process by
which this is done is called surveying.
You will see the most advanced types
of surveving instruments which can
measure heights to one thousandth of
a foot and angles to the nearest 5 sec-
oiuls. Surveyors are also concerned with
making maps of the ground surface.
If you have any questions as you go
through the displays, feel free to drop
into the lounge to discuss them with
the facultN' and students present.
It is hoped that you now realize that
the civil engineer is not just a scientist,
but a scientist that must see his work
bringing about some improvement in
modern living.
THE MODERN CIVIL ENGINEER
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ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
This year's Electrical Kngineeriiig
Open House will feature, in addition to
some new projects, the most popular dis-
plays of previous years. As in the past,
students will assenihle and present the
displays. Rather than depend upon out-
side exhibits and/or elaborate iHinia-
nent apparatus within their department,
tlie majority of the E.l'". displays arc
projects constructed from common elec-
trical components by the E.E. students.
These exhibits often prove to be the
most interesting from the spectators'
viewpoint.
An incentive provided by the college
of Electrical Engineering for new and
interesting displays is a method whereby
a student may receive credit for devil-
ing and constructing a worthy exhibit.
If an E.E. has plans for a new project,
the stvident submits his ideas to a mem-
ber of the faculty. If the faculty ad-
visor deems the project economically
and, of course, electrically feasible, the
student may register for one hour of
credit in E.E. 271, a course which ex-
ists for a variety of occasions. A re-
quirement for the credit is a paper writ-
This electronic package is an artificial neuron used in a biological computer
ten by the student, which describes the
exhibit. Many of the popular displays
of previous vears were the prod\ict of
E.E. 271.
Among the new displays to be pre-
MiUed at this year's (^pen House are a
number guessing game, an electronic
humidity control, and a light-bulb con-
trol. In the niunber guessing game, the
participant chooses a number between
one and 32, and by answering four yes-
no questions, the correct number will
be shown on the machine. The electronic
humidity control is a device which auto-
matically turns a dehuniidifier on or
ofi, depending upon the amount of hu-
midity in the surrounding air.
The light-bulb control should pro\e
to be one of the most m\st\fying, al-
though relatively simple, displays of
this year's Open House. A box showing
two switches is connected to another
box exhibiting two light bulbs with
only a single wire between them. \iy
employing a system of rectifiers ( prop-
erty of which allows the passage of cvir-
rent in only one direction) unseen to
the spectators, each switch can turn its
respective light bulb on or off through
this single interconnecting wire.
Several projects involving the use of
a cathode ray oscilloscope will be pre-
sented. With an oscilloscope patterns
generator, many interesting traces are
generated on the screen of the .scope.
An exhibit seemingly created for the
species of beings known as knob-twist-
ers is the smiling scope face. A face is
traced out on the oscilloscope screen
which can be made to smile or frown
by the turning of knobs. Another spec-
tator participant display is the ghost
writer. A small electric pencil that
makes no physical contact with the oscil-
loscope can be used to write on the
screen of the scope.
Familiar displays which have ap-
peared at previous Open Houses in-
cKule the Van-de-Graff generator, which
displays 100,000-volt electrical dis-
charges; a high current demonstration,
in which a hacksaw blade is heated and
melted in a few seconds by the use of
merely six volts; the electromagnetic
cannon, a repulsion effect produced on
a non-magnetic ring which "shoots" at
a target ; a J<acob's ladder, where a
high voltage spark climbs up two paral-
lel wires; electronic Tic-Tac-Toe, in
which a spectator tries to beat the com-
puter (the computer always wins or
ties) ; Data-Fax, a demonstration of
how photographs are sent long distances
over wires; a sonar exhibit, which meas-
ures the distance from the EE building
to an adjacent building by the use of
sound waves; the kissometer, a device
measuring a coviple's romantic potential
through oscidlations ; the educated duck,
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ail electronic "duck" trained to move
toward \arious liy;lit sources; a remote
controlled ball two feet in diameter
which rolls around on the floor through
the commands of a radio control system.
There are also several special dis-
plays from local organizations. One of
these is WPGL, the student operated
carrier-current radio station on the cam-
pus. During open - house weekend,
WPCjU will be broadcasting "live"
programs from a room in the Llectrical
Engineering Huilding.
Another university organization
which will provide a display is the Syn-
ton Radio Club, the university amateur
radio club. Its members will exhibit
and demonstrate its equipment by at-
tempting to contact other "Hams."
Other demonstrations will be given
by the State Police, who will show how
speeders are trapped by radar; WILL-
TV, the University of Illinois TV sta-
tion, which will have a TV camera in
the building; and the EE department
radar set, which will show the sur-
roundiii": terrain on a small screen.
The electromagnetic can-
non being "loaded" with a
non-magnetic ring.
Students with radio station
WPGU broadcasting from
the E.E. Building during
Open House.
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General
Engineering
rill- CiciuTal Kiii;iiii'L'iinj; Di'part-
mciit will have its exhibit in the Trans-
portation Building;. ( leneral engincerinf;
offers professional training for several
careers, including engineering journal-
ism, engineering sales, engineering man-
agement and engineering geology.
."X spectacular exhibit will be the opei-
ation of a new system of copying ma-
chines. These machines utilize the lat-
est techniques of microfilming and dry
processes of reproduction. Incorporating
the latest electronic control mechanisms,
these devices have revolutionized the art
of reproducing engineering drawings.
Microfihning oiiginal drawings, mount-
ing indi\idual microfilms into a|ierture
tiling cards, and automated copying pro-
iluce drawing prints of variable size.
^Vhile the print is being made, the oper-
ator observes an enlargement of the
drawing on a viewing screen. Distribu-
tion, revision and filing of drawings are
greatly facilitated. In addition to the
microfilming processes, other types of
all-electric reproduction machines will
be tiisplayed.
An engineer is well-advised to know
the legal aspects of his field. A display
will explain the legal problems encoun-
tered in acquiring property and in mak-
ing contracts for engineering projects.
The correct procedures for obtaiin'ng a
patent will be shown in detail.
History of engineering encompasses
the technological accomjilishments of all
time. A panorama will present one
aspect of man's progress, transportation.
Included will be illustrations of pre-
historic dugouts, clipper ships of the last
century, present day jet airliners, and
future designs of atomic space ships.
For people in research ami in design,
graphics has an important application to
problems involving repeated formulae.
Uses of various slide rules, nomographs
and alignment charts, logarithmic and
other graph paper will be demonstrated.
Engineering drawing is .i uni\ersal
means of comnuuiicatiou betu ecu engi-
neers and scientists. It is perhaps the
major application of geometry in the
science of mathematics. The engineer
and draftsman have many mechanical
aids for drawing. Demonstrations will
illustrate the use of the pantograph, el-
lipse machine, lettering devices, axono-
metric projection boards, airbrush, zipa-
tone and other special equipment for
making drawings. Visitors may enjoy
using some of these devices.
Descriptive geometry has many ap-
plications in science and engineering. In
one instance, it is applied to the earth
science dealing with the structin'e of
the earth's crust and the formation and
development of its various geologic lay-
ers. Special geological problems and
their solution by means of descriptive
geometry, signs and symbols used in
geology, and apidied isometiir and
oblicpie projcitioiis are among the illus-
trations to lie Idund in this displa)'.
An impiiitant puipcjse of the Cjener;d
{•"ngineering Department is teaching the
elements of engineering graphics. Many
types of drawing will be displayed, in-
cluding machine drawings, freehand
sketches, axonometrics, perspectives and
shadow projections. Limit dimensioning
and tolerancing for interchangeable as-
sembly are stressed. Special applications
are portra\ed in such fields as geology,
heating and ventilating and architecture.
The University of Illinois I'ounda-
tion has applied for a patent on a de-
\ice which implements a new drawing
system. The device consists of a Incite
quadrangle of special shape which oper-
ates within an equilateral triangular
frame. By use of the device, the new
drawing system automatically projects
between top, front, side and isometric
views. A pla.stic three-dimensional model
will convey the geometric theory of the
new system, and the quadrangle will be
demonstrated.
Throughout the Transportation
Building, students will be stationed to
help answer questions and to explain the
displays. In addition, the staff of the
General Engineering Department will
be on hand to provide information on
specific career opportunities for the
graduate in general engineering. The
students and staff of the department ex-
tend a cordial welcome to one and all.
We look forward to meeting vou.
Students working on aircraft drafting and lofting in General Engineering 203
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Circle and ellipse drawing
machine being demonstra-
ted to visitors of last year's
Open House.
The various views of two
intersecting cones are dem-
onstrated by plastic pieces
in the orthograpic and iso-
metric planes.
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engineers
Automatic systems developed by instrumentation
engineers allow rapid simultaneous recording
of data from many information points.
Frequent informal discussions among analytical
engineers assure continuous exchange of ideas
on related research projects.
and what they d<
The field has never been broader
The challenge has never been greater
Engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today arc concerned
with the development of all forms of flight propulsion
systems—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and other advanced
types for propulsion in space. Many of these systems are so
entirely new in concept that their design and development,
and allied research programs, require technical personnel
not previously associated with the development of aircraft
engines. Where the company was once primarily interested
in graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronautical
engineering, it now also requires men with degrees in
electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering, and in physics,
chemistry, and metallurgy.
Included in a wide range of engineering activities open to
technically trained graduates at all levels are these four
basic fields:
ANALYTICAL ENGINEERING Men engaged in this
activity are concerned with fundamental investigations in
the fields of science or engineering related to the conception
of new products. They carry out detailed analyses of ad-
vanced flight and space systems and interpret results in
terms of practical design applications. They provide basic
information which is essential in determining the types of
systems that have development potential.
DESIGN ENGINEERING The prime requisite here is an
active interest in the application of aerodynamics, thermo-
dynamics, stress analysis, and principles of machine design
to the creation of new flight propulsion systems. Men en-
gaged in this activity at P&WA establish the specific per-
formance and structural requirements of the new product
and design it as a complete working mechanism.
EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING Here men supervise
and coordinate fabrication, assembly and laboratory testing
of experimental apparatus, system components, and devel-
opment engines. They devise test rigs and laboratory setups,
specify instrumentation and direct execution of the actual
test programs. Responsibility in this phase of the develop-
ment program also includes analysis of test data, reporting
of results and recommendations for future elTort.
MATERIALS ENGINEERING Men active in this field
at P&WA investigate metals, alloys and other materials
under various environmental conditions to determine their
usefulness as applied to advanced flight propulsion systems.
They devise material testing methods and design special
test equipment. They are also responsible for the determina-
tion of new fabrication techniques and causes of failures or
manufacturing difficulties.
Under the close supeivibion of an engineer,
final adjustments ore mode on a rig for
testing an advanced liquid metal system.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft...
Exhaustive testing of full-scale rocket engine thrust chambers is
carried on at the Florida Research and Development Center.
For further information regarding an engineer-
ing career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult
your college placement officer or write to Mr.
R. P. Azingcr, Engineering Department, Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
PRATT & IMfHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS - East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER - Palm Beach County, Florida
Special Feature . . .
THE BETATRON
Contrary to popular bclift, the- fu-
ture I'ligiiifi-rs, physicists, aiul cluMuists
who work on the betatron at the
I'hysics Research lab do not wear wliite
coats and h)ok like part of the ma-
chines they are associated with. I hese
are just average men with an above
average aptitude and intelligence in
their chosen fields; science and research.
The first betatron was completed on
July 15, 1940, by Professor Donald W.
Kerst, working at the University of
Illinois. This gets its name from two
(ireek symbols "beta" used scientifically
to indicate high energy electrons, and
the sufHx "tron," meaning an instru-
ment for. The betatron is an instrument
for producing high-energy electrons.
This first machine produced 2'X mtl-
lion-volt x-rays and was used primarily
for research.
.-\ \ear later, this same professor built
a 24 million-volt machine which is now
being manufactured by Allis-Chalmers
.Manufacturing Companw This machine
is the most useful in industry and medi-
cine, for machines with less \oltage
don't penetrate as tar for industrial
uses and the larger ones produce tin\
particles of matter which interfere with
the picture. The betatron can reveal
Haws in thick metal castings and forg-
ings and can check the assembly of com-
plicated mechanisms within metal ho\is-
ings to determine the condition without
taking it apart. Flaws as small as 1 Id
inch deep and 5 1,000 inch wide can
be seen in metal 20 inches thick and
photographic plates may be placed away
from the object, enlarging the picture
so that flaws up to 1/1,000 inch wide
may be seen. This property was first
used b\' militar\' foices when the first
betatron was produced commercialh. It
was used to check internal mechanisms
of military equipment before shipping
and to try to find cavities in the ex-
plosive filling of large shells.
In medicine the 23^<> million volt ma-
chine is good for treating skin cancer
while the 24 million volt one can pene-
trate deeper. The 24 million volt beta-
tron is especially useful in the treatment
of cancer because, instead of using x-rays
And it's still growing
which ma\ pass be\ond the cancer into
he.ilthy tissue, it can produce a high-
energy beam of free electrons which will
go very little beyond the cancer. The
x-ray beam, because of its high energ\',
has a very sharply-defined edge which
is of utmost importance when cancer is
near a vital organ.
Ten years after the second betatron
a 340-million-volt machine was designed
and built luider Professor Kerst's di-
rection. This betatron had such drastic
refinements of design that if the original
2J/2 million-volt betatron (two feet
.square) had been built this way it could
have come from a machine the size of a
tin\' matchbox.
This big betatron is used at the pres-
ent solely for research. It is used to
check theories and to provide numbers
from which new theories can be made.
This is basic or pine research without
a product involved as contrasted with
research and development which is striv-
ing to perfect something or find some-
thing with a product.
As my guide said, the hardest job of
the men working on the betatron is ex-
plaining to the taxpayers who eye ask-
ance the huge sum of money necessary
for research and maintenance that the
machine will not develop a "super
bomb" or new nuclear weapon. They
have a hard time explaining that all the
machine does is give a set of numbers
from which scientific research may be
continued. One man jokingly said that
the only product is a few hard-earned
Ph.D.'s from working and research on
the betatron.
At the Research Lab the betatron is
"big business." In connection with it is
a machine shop and a glass shop to make
pieces of equipment needed, a radio-
chemistry lab, experimental preparation
rooms, and control rooms, a well equip-
peil stockroom and several offices. The
boys at M.R.H. can testify to the fact
that the betatron requires plenty of en-
ergv, for at various times all the lights
in the residence halls blink six times a
.second while the machine is charging
up. Many \aried \\a\s of insuring safe-
ty from excess radiation are in effect.
In the atomic age in which we live
perhaps the betatron at this school will
conduct the research which will be the
key to the future.
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AND DICK MASLOWSKI
They're transmission engineers wilh Michigan Bell
Telephone Company in Detroit. Burnell graduated
from Western Michigan in 1951 wilh a B.S. in
Physics, spent four years in the Navy, then joined
the telephone company. His present work is with
carrier systems, as they relate to Direct Distance
Dialing facilities.
Dick got his B.S.E.E. degree from Michigan
in 1956 and came straight to Michigan Bell. He
is currently engineering and administering a pro-
gram to utilize new, transistorized repeater ( ampli-
fier) equipment.
Both men are well qualified to answer a ques-
tion you might well be asking yourself: "What's
in telephone company engineering for me?"
SAYS DICK:
"There's an interesting day's work for you every
day. You really have to use your engineering train-
ing and you're always working with new develop-
ments. Every time Bell Laboratories designs a new
and more efficient piece of equipment, you are
challenged to incorporate it in our system effec-
tively and economically. For example. I have been
working on projects utilizing a newly developed
voice freciuency amplifier. It's a plug-in type--
transistorized— and consumes only two watts, so it
has lots of advantages. But I have to figure out
where and how it can be used in our sprawling
network to provide new and improved service.
Technological developments like this really put
spice in the job."
SAYS BURNELL:
"Training helps, too—and you get the best.
Through an interdepartmental training program,
you learn how company-wide operations do\ctail.
You also get a broad background by rotation of
assignments. I'm now working with carrier sys-
tems, but previously worked on repeater (ampli-
fier) projects as Dick is doing now. Most
important, I think you always learn "practical engi-
neering.' You constantly search for the solution
that will be most economical in the long run."
There's more, of course— hut you can get the
whole story from the Bell interviewer. He'll be
\ isiting your campus before long. Be sure to sit
down and talk witli him.
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES HM.
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INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING
Tlu- liulustiial I'Ji^iiR'ciin^ I)i\isii)ii
lit tlu- Di'paitment of Mechanical Kn^i-
lu-criiifi is engaged in tliree main areas
ot lesearch: (1) the problems encoun-
teicd in nu'tal cuttinji, (J) use of coni-
imtors. anil (}) the new piciletermineil
time s\stems vised in establishing work
standards. Kach of these phases is beiiif;
acti\el\' carried on by both the instruc-
tional staff and tlie t;ra(luate students in
the di\ision.
Prime plnsical e\iilence of this re-
s-arch in the form of apparatus, is evi-
dent in the machine tool laborator> and
in the methods-time lahoratorv.
This \ear the Industrial Engineerint;
Department has tried to bring new con-
cepts and ideas into its displays devel-
oped for Open House. The program
v.ill consist of five different areas.
The first of these areas is linear pio-
gramming and statistics, which will
consist of three different exhibits. A
random ^ampling display will he the first
exhibit demonstiating the theor\- of
probability. This exhibit consists of a
rarulom selection of a number of balls
from a box containing diffeient colored
balls. The- probable nundier of eac!i
i(diir of balls has been prrdetc-rniined
for a random sample, thus deciding
whether to accept c)i- reject the- whole
lot.
The next item is t()lei;uK'e build-up
,uid control consisting of a series of
wooden blocks of different sizes (simu-
l;iting parts) stacked as an assembly
process. The differences in sizes of the
blocks will demonstrate how tolerances
can build up an assembly and is an ex-
ample of statistical quality control. An-
other feature in this area is the IHM
()1() Automatic Decimal Point Compu-
tor. This machine is mainly u-e,l lor
scientific and engineering calculations. It
is a desk model computor combining
keyboaril, wire panel and paper tape
progr.amming with printed output. The
Time and motion study utilizes many modern devices to improve output and
save labor. Shown here is a camera recording the procedure used in on
assembly process.
f)l(l h.is ,-1 S4 word magnetic drum mem-
or\, each word consisting of .^1 digits
and a sign. Pi-ogramming and calcula-
tions for a few t\pical Industrial I'.ngi-
neering problems will be illustrated.
The second area is motion and time
study. An electric peg board is being
used to show the advantages of motion
:md time study. Pegs are inserted in sev-
er.d different ways, with each time re-
corded. The audience may participate
to sc(- il th(-\ lan match a predeti-rmined
time standaril.
There will also be a displa\ showing
different eqvupment us(-d in motion and
time study, plus wall cli.irts used by In-
dustrial Engineers.
Plant layout and material handling
is the third area. The first exhibit in
this area consists of a display using elec-
trically operated valves and an air cylin-
der to move an object through a maze
demonstrating new' concepts in material
handling. Another materials handling
display features a three foot high model
of a man lifting a load. The mechanical
model man first lifts a load the wrong
\\a\ and then performs the correct
method of lifting a load. A scale model
of a plant will also be on display show-
ing some of the principles of plant lay-
out.
The fourth area is safety. The first
exhibit in this area will show the prin-
ciple of fume control. This displa\'
points out that gas fumes are heavier
than air and can travel down pipes, ele-
vator shafts, and stairways to be ig-
nited in other parts of buildings. The
second display consists of a model fac-
tor\' set up with saw dust and a candle
burning in it. A bellows blows air into
the model causing the dust to circulate
and finally explode, demonstrating how-
dust explosions are caused. Another ex-
hibit shows different types of protective
equipment consisting of safety and fire-
iigh ting-equipment.
A safety goggle endurance display is
also being featured this year. A hy-
draulic device drives a spike into a safe-
ty goggle lens showing the protection a
person receives when wearing safety
glasses. Two more displays demonstrate
the principles of guards and safety de-
\ ices on equipment such as a saw and
jointer guard and a punch press guard.
The last area is tool design. Sev-
eral displays have been set up to show
the different t\pes of tools used in tool
design. A pmich press die model will
also be shown and operated.
The students and instructors of the
Industrial Engineering Department be-
lieve that this year's exhibit is one
which will grasp the interest of every
\isitor. A great deal of time and effort
has been expended on the various pro-
jects and displays for the sole purpose
of illustrating the man\' facets of engi-
neering's yoimgest field.
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This peg board demon-
strates that even in such a
simple operation as insert-
ing pegs in a board there
is a right, i.e., faster way
to operate.
PBSONAt PROTECTIVE ECXFMfl^
This is part of the exhibit
o n protective equipment
for personal safety in in-
dustry.
laspfniom woifcnoN
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MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
This year, as in the past, the Me-
chanical Engineering Department will
feature demonstrations and tours of its
lahoratories and cq\iipnient. During the
time a student spends as an undergrad-
uate in Mechanical Engineering, he
will at one time or another operate
many of the different pieces of equip-
ment that are on display. These ma-
chines will give the undergraduates
some practical experience in the appli-
cation of the theory that he receives in
the classroom.
In the internal combustion laborator),
a visitor will see diesel, gasoline, and
gas turbine engines mounted on test
stands. The performance characteristics
of these engines can be found by much
the same procedure as is used in indus-
try. The gas turbine only recently in-
stalled, may be of interest because much
work is being done in industry and here
at the University with idea of applying
it to passenger cars, busses, trucks and
other vehicles.
In the heat treatment of metals lab-
orator\-, you can see how steels can be
treated in different processes to obtain
A student is shown conducting a performance test on a gas turbine in the
Internal Combustion Laboratory. This is only one example of the displays
which visitors may observe at Engineering Open House.
a variety of desired physical properties.
Under microscopes the different struc-
tures and components in treated steels
can be observed and studied. The high
temperature electric and gas furnaces
here are similar to those used in indus-
tr\ but on a smaller scale. The metal
working laboratory will give you a
chance to see many of the various ma-
chine tools used in metal cutting such
as lathes, mills, grinders and planers.
Also there will be demonstrations of re-
search and student experiments in metal
cutting and tool problems.
A welding laboratory will be open
with demonstrations of various welding
techniques given by students.
In the mechanical engineering labora-
toiy various forms of steam equipment
such as turbines and engines will be on
display. Also air compressing units, cen-
trifugal fans and air conditioning equip-
ment will be in operation.
In the foundry, there will be demon-
strations of the steps required in the
making of castings. The making of
molds, cores, and the pouring of metal
can be seen here also.
The mechanical engineering student
honorary. Pi Tau Sigma, will prepare
an exhibit which explains the mechani-
cal engineering curriculum. Some text-
books used by the student and a com-
plete list of the courses of study will be
found in the Mechanical Engineering
Lounge.
There are many fields open to gradu-
ates in mechanical engineering and the
student branch of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers will have a
display to show some of them.
A new display this year will be the
physical en\ironment laboratory. Here
\ou can see the equipment and tech-
niques used in research on the effects
of temperature and relative humidity on
the comfort of humans.
There should be many things that
you will find of interest in the Mechani-
cal Engineering Department and we
hope you can take advantage of this
year's Open House to see them.
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Professor E. L. Broghamer instructs a Mechanical En-
gineering student in the use of an analog computer
to solve a problem in stress analysis. This machine
will be on display during Open House.
Professor Turkovich dem-
onstrates some of the
equipment used in metal
cutting research to a group
of interested visitors.
In this "isolation" booth
humidity and temperature
are controlled so that hu-
man comfort in relation to
types of clothing and at-
mospheric conditions may
be studied.
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METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING
( h the 'IS n.ituiMlh declining: clc-
mciits, 70 arc metals. The im-ralluriii-
cal iMiginei'i' is conccrncil with metals,
ami he has a large storehouse to work
iKim. To ilate, tlic iiietalliirfiist lias
touiid eommercial uses and appiieations
tor less than half of these 70 metals, so
he has a long way to go. Hut he h.is
progressed far in many (ielils of appli-
cation of metals. For example, titanium
was very precious 15 years ago but to-
(ia\' it is used commonly in aircraft.
.Metallurgy has progressed remarkably
tor the short time it has been in exist-
ence but there are many avenues open
for in\estigation. Metallurgy, now a
basic science consisting of mathematics,
ihemistry, and physics, is concerned
with two main purposes—the procuring
and adaption of metals to satisfy human
wants.
The Open House exhibit for the
.Metallurgical Engineering Department
has increased the number and scope of
exhibits this year in order to show the
major areas of metallurgy today, and
to show some recent advances in the
field. Our displays this year will show-
how metals are extracted from their
ores, how they are cast, how corrosive
conditions affect them, how temperature
affects them, and how they are formed
by mechanical means. The total number
of exhibits this year is twenty; the\ are
briefly described below:
Steelmaking Exhibit: This display
shows steel production from sources of
ores to finished products.
.Metal casting: Aluminum ashtrays
will be c.'Lst at periodic intervals and
will be distributed to visitors.
Metals Under the Microscope: This
display shows what .some of the more
common metal products look like under
the microscope. It also shows the steps
necessary to prepare a metal for ob-
servation under the microscope so that
its structure can be determined.
Photography in Metallurgy: Photo-
graphic equipment is used in metallurgy
to get permanent records of metal struc-
tures. Some examples are shown.
Thermocouple Demonstration: This
displa\ shows how temperatures can be
measured by means of a combination of
two dissimilar metals.
Phase Changes in Steel : Phase
changes in steel are shown by e\|iansion
of a specimen as it is heated to high
temperatures.
Heat Treatment of Steel: 'I'his dis-
play' shows the changes in properties of
steel as it is subjected to high tempera-
tures and different cooling rates.
Cold-Cadmium Robber-like Alloy:
This display is an example of one of the
research projects in progress in the
Metallurgy Department. The alloy dis-
played can be made to behave like a
piece of rubber or like a piece of putty.
Cn'stal Models of Metals: Atoms
are arranged in metals to foiin various
crystal structures. Many models will he
shown.
(jalvanic cells: The foiu' displays are
all examples of electro-metallurgical
phenomena and show the relationship
between electricity and metals, cor-
rosion in action, electroplating, electro-
polishing.
Metals quiz: The visitor trys to
match the correct metal with a certain
property or application, and can de-
termine his metal I.Q.
Display of metals: This is a new dis-
play this year which shows o\er forty
of the metals in use today along with
their price and relative abundance.
Question and answer booth : Here the
visitor can obtain literature and answers
to questions about specific displays and
metallurgy in general and the education-
al opportiuiities at the University.
Movies: Three or four short dura-
tion films about metallurgy will be
shown.
Rolling mill demonstration: This dis-
play will show how metals ;ire reduced
to foil.
Brittle fracture in metals: This is a
new display which will show the effect
of temperature on the impact strength
of steel. A steel will change from a
ductile to brittle nature .'is the temper-
ature is changed a few degrees.
Zinco—the wonder metal: This ilis-
play shows how a metal which has been
quenched in cold \\afei" heats up again
in a person's hand.
These processes and phenomena are
understoo<l b\' the metallurgical engi-
neer to some extent, but there arc many
answers that are still needed. To ob-
tain these answers much research has to
be done. Some important questions
which are outstanding today anil which
are recei\ing attention tlirougli depart-
ment research unestigations aie;
U liy lid sDiiii' iiKliih and /i//rtys iiii-
iliri/(i III} nhrujtl i\miigc jrom ilinli/i
til hiitlli hiluiviiir liver an cxlniiiily
sii'dll tciiipcraturc intcri'alF
U hat cjji-its ifi/l irr/ttliatiiin sink iis
that fiiiiii ii niiiliiir rciiitur hiivi iiii the
piii/^irtics mill life nf ii iiutal'
II lull is till III! I liiinisin l/y iiliii li iil-
lnys .UK Ii in- sticl iiir liiiiilciud :'
1 1 ira ilii liit/li liiii/ifriitlirfs, silih a.\
llin.u I III iiiintrrr/l in missiles, ajjcit
iiiiliih mill alloys, and lioir loni/ icill
iiiiitiiiiih lust iiiiilir these I iinditinns.'
llijic mil line fidiul the liehnviiii uj
alloys from ii I'liimledi/e of their pure
eomponents.'
II hat eiin he learned about metals
and alloys by examininy them under the
optieal and cleetron microscopes.
11me does continuous stressing such as
that oeeurrini; in automobile axle af-
feit the properties and life of a metal'
II hat is the mechanism through
veliieh m'etals are attacked by corrosion:'
11 hx do metals become harder lehen
they are iL formed.'
Are there better processes for relin-
ini) and pcuducini/ metals more economi-
cal Iy.'
These problems are but a few of the
ones now confronting the metallurgist
in his work. In time, these problems
will be solved, but new ones will con-
tinually arise. The metallurgist there-
fore must always be around to solve
these problems ; but, more important, he
is needed to produce and adapt metals
for today.
In our exhibit we are attempting to
show metallurgy today—what the field
encompasses and what the function of
the metallurgical engineer is. We also
are going to give the public a glimpse
into the future of metallurgy.
The present-day opportunities in
metallurgical engineering are practical-
ly limitless. The field of metallurgy is
wide open and in great need of trained
personnel. Adequate and extensive
training in metallurgy and metallurgical
engineering is available at the Univer-
sity of Illinois and many other colleges
and universities. Metallurgy is a Held
where one can engineer and utilize his
creative ability to the fullest, and find
extremel\ interesting and satisfying
work.
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Students adjusting high
vacuum furnace in metal-
lurgy laboratory.
Shown above is a teaching model which is used to illustrate the crystalline
structure of the atom array in copper-alloys.
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MINING and PETROLEUM
ENGINEERING
Mining Engineering
'I'lu- lii>t()r\ ot the milling cii^.Miift'r-
in;: luniculum ilates back to tlic hcjiiii-
ninizs of the l'iiiversit\- of Illinois. Thf
initial report of the Coiiimittci- on Stmh
of Course and Facultx' pro\ iilcil for
(.-oiirscs in niinin'r fiifiiniTring. How-
ever, there was little mechani/.ation in
mining then, and niininsr ens:ineerinjr
education was slow in catchinji on. It
was not until the beginnin;; of this cen-
rurv that the Department of Mininj;
lliiflineerinn was re-established by ac-
tion of the Gen-.-ral .Assembly. A newly
constructed mim'ng laboratory was oc-
cupied in the fall of 1^)12. Compared
to other departments in the College of
I'ngineering. the I^epartment ofMining
lias remained relatively small with the
;ui\antage of small classes and close
contact between instructor and students.
Mining engineers are engaged in pro-
ducing and processing primary wealth
from the earth's crust and as long as
industry uses minerals to manufacture
e\er\ thing from nylon stockings to atom
bombs there will be careers for engineers
in the mineral ind\istrles. About 1 10th
of all gainfully employed persons in the
I lilted States are connected with the
mineral industries. Many foreign enter-
prises are staffed by engineers tra'ned
in the I'nited States, and they add great-
h to these figures.
Mining engineers are concerned with
finding mineral deposits containing
fuels, ores, and non-metallic minerals
for the building and for the chemical
industries. The first steps are to ex-
plore the size and to evaluate the rich-
ness of such finds; to <letermine whi-ther
profitable mining Is possible, and to
choose a method for extracting, recov-
ering, and treating the mineral. Engi-
neers also design and select the process-
ing equipment, purchase components
and supervise the erection of the plant,
and operate both the extraction and
treatment facilities.
A surprisingly large percentage of
mining graduates enter the administra-
tive and marketing phase of the mineral
industries. Others occupy themselves in
related fields
—
production and use of
explosives, the manufacture, sale, and
servicing of equipment such as crushers
and grinders, drills, hoists, cutting and
loading machines, mechanical nuners
|)umps ventilating fans, locomotives and
mine cars or belt conveyors, and safety
equipment.
Some mining men, of course, cover
the whole range of this kind of activity,
while others confine them.selves to a sin-
gle aspect or specialty. Other people,
who work most closely with mining en-
gineers are geologists and geophvslclsts,
civil engineers, chemists, eletrlcal anil
mechanical engineers, and finally metal-
lurgists.
The Mining Department of the L ni-
verslty of Illinois has all the facilities
to prepare the student for the work
basic to his profession, but this is by no
means the only work.
There are other areas of instruction
for the graduate student working to-
ward his master's or doctor's degree.
This phase is closely related with re-
search in mining, which often is carried
out in cooperation with other agencies
on the campus such as the University
of Illinois Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion, the State Geological Survey, an 1
others. Students from all corners of the
globe come for advanced work in the
Mining Department, which has a world-
wide reputation. Research is done in
many areas of mining. In geophysical
prospecting, such physical characteris-
tics of rock as gravity, magnetic attrac-
tion, resistivity to electric current, ra-
dioactivity, and speed of transmitting vi-
brations are a few of the things which
can be measured accurately by delicate
Instruments. Measuring the speed with
w h 1 c h vibrations are transmitted
through rock strata, has been particular-
ly successful In locating oll-bearlng for-
mations thousands of feet below the
earth's surface.
Some fundamental research in a com-
pletely new field called "rock me-
chanics" tries to find out what happens
to rocks when drilled, blasted or crushed
and ground as in preparation plants.
Drilling research ranges from blasthole
drilling to oil well drilling to tuiuul
boring machines and continuous miners.
In blasting research, the blasting effect
of commercial explosives is investigated
to determine the useful energy formed
under controlled conditions.
Clnselv related is the study of the
failure of muie roof and nf mine pillars,
and the design of undergrourxl openings
to make them safe.
In the field of mine ventilation, elec-
trical and aneniometric gages for the
measurement of the flow of air in closed
ducts have been developed. Methods for
economically reducing air lo.sses in mine
ventilation are studied.
Another wide field of mining research
is in ore beneficiation and coal prepara-
tion. Latest work deals with the utili-
zation of Illinois coal, its adaptation
for making metallurgical coke, etc.
In mine administration the use of
modern statistical concepts and the ap-
plicability of mechanical and electronic
computers Is being Investigated.
Examples of the work done by the
mining department at the University
will be on display In the Mining Labor-
atory and in the Ceramics Building dur-
ing Engineering Open House.
Petroleum Engineering
Oil and natural gas occur filling the
pore spaces of various sedimentary rocks
usually at considerable depth, and fre-
quently in association with "connate
"
water.
Petroleum engineering is concerned
with the problems of drilling wells to
the oil bearing horizons and then getting
the oil (or gas) from these beds to the
surface. Actually It is difficult to re-
cover more than about 30' i of the oil
originally in the rock and in many in-
stances as much as 80' ,' of the oil origi-
nally present may be left in the reser-
voir at the end of the primary produc-
tion process. Much of the current re-
search in petroleum engineering is con-
cerneil with ways and means of increas-
ing the total yield of oil by the use of
"secondary recovery" methods. Con-
fronted with the two possibilities of in-
creasing oil production, either that of
finding new fields, or that of getting
more oil out of known fields one can
see that the latter is the more attractive
proposition since naturally the" more
easily located oil has already been found
( and produced and sold ) and explora-
tion is becoming both more expensive
ind more difficult.
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Ot till- >c'C()iular\ recoMTV mi'thiiils
nii\\ In use, that ot "water Hooding" is
«i(lcl\ used in Illinois (as well as other
st.ites) ; in this method water ix pumped
through an uijection well and a^ it
sweeps through the ieser\oir rock to
the producing well it pushes oil ahead
lit it. The amount of extra oil that can
he recovered by this method depends
iiu quite a lot of factors, tor example
whetlier the oil lU' the \xater wets the
rock surface. \er\ e\ten>i\c lesearch is
being carried out in both um\ersit\ and
industrial labcuatories on the i]uestion of
increasing >ields from water floods.
A more recent and \er\ attractive
method of increasing oil production b\
secondary recovery methods is that of
the "fire flood" wherebv oil is ignited
underground so that b\ binning some
of the oil the rest is iieated and driven
towards the producing wells. The heat-
ed oil Hows more freely since it is more
Huid when hot, and the gases produced
during the combustion act to drive this
heated oil out of the n-servoir.
.Another source of supplv for oil lies
in possible fields located at great depths
below those currently known, the prob-
lems of drilling to these great depths
include the behaviour of materials at
the high temperatures and pressures
such as exist deep in the crust.
The Open House exhibit will illus-
trate methods of determining how well
the oil Hows through a rock, bow niiich
is in the rock, how "electric logs ' can
tell the content of oil and water in the
formations at depth, and methods of
displacing oil by vv.ater and gas.
Graduate laboratory for
Mining Engineering stu-
dents.
New type velocity guage used for meas-
uring ventilation currents. Specifically,
this Instrument manometrlcally takes the
square root of 20 numbers, averages
them, and multiplies the result by a con-
stant depending upon the psychrometric
condition of the air. This guage was de-
veloped in the mining department.
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PHYSICS
DEPARTMENT
Durins; the l'>h(l l",nf;iiictTiiifi ( )|H-n
House physics stuiiciits will (it'inonstratc
some of tile equipment used to teaeli
physics ar the I iii\ersity. 1 hese ex-
hibits will he located on the first floor
of the ph\sics laboratory.
Room iOO will be ilevoted to the sub-
ject of mechanics, which describes the
motion and behavior of bodies as small
as nuclear particles and as large as the
stars. In the past few years, the news
of earth satellites and missiles have
made us more conscious of the laws of
motion and have ^i\en us popular ex-
amples lit bmlies \\ hich continue to mii\c
iiidelimteh in the absence of friction.
These laws ha\e alwa\s been somewhat
unsitisfactorily illustrated in the class-
loom because the drag of friction slows
thinfrs down. New apparatus used by
the physics department makes use of thin
films of gas as bearings of such low
friction that the motion is almost undis-
turbed. No longer does the teacher ha\e
to make excuses for discrepencies be-
tween theory and experiment because of
annoying friction.
New demonstrations this \ear, also
ui room 1(M), include a small model
merry-go-rounii which illustrates some
interesting properties of circular motion
and an apparatus which demonstrates
the laws governing projectile motion and
ballistics.
Kxhibits of high and low tempera-
ture phenomena will catch the interest
of visitors entering room 112. A new
geyser has been made of glass so that
one can see more clearly how this in-
teresting phenomenon takes place. Other
exhibits include tanks of liquid nitrogen
used to show what happens to materials
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Two students study the phenomena of sending and receiving electro-magnetic waves
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at very low tt'iiipc-raturcs. One example
is a lead bell that rings, but visitors will
have to stop in to learn about the others.
The nuclear physics exhibit tiiis year
will be located in room 1 12 ami will in-
clude a model of the famous "Van Allen
Belt" of radiation high above the earth.
The production and detection of cosmic
rays and radioacti\it\ will also be dem-
onstrated.
A series of demonstrations pertaimng
to the field of optics will be located in
room 119 of the physics laboratory.
The.se will include a .smoke box dem-
onstration of geometrical optics, dem-
onstrations of wave motion and inter-
ference, and the Land two-color process
of photographic color reproduction.
Geometrical optics, including the
study of simple and complex lenses, can
be demonstrated quite clearly with a
.smoke box. A smoke box consists mere-
ly of a rea.sonably air-tight containei'
with one side made of clear glass. Some
sort of smoke generator is used to fill
the volume of the box with smoke. Since
the smoke paiticles reflect light, thin
rays ot light |iropagating through the
box can be .seen throughout their en-
tire length. Several of these smoke boxes
will be on exhibit during the Open
House. Lenses of various sizes and in
combinations of two or more will be
used to show how light ra\s are re-
fracted and focuseii. One of the smoke
boxes will have a small container of
water inside it. Beneath the water sur-
face, a .source .sending rays of light at
various angles will show the effects of
refraction on the rays at the interface
of water and air.
Demonstrations of wave motion and
intciference will include diffraction
gratings, the Michelson interferometer,
and the Fabry-Perot interferometer.
The Land two-color process of pho-
tographic color reproduction illustrates
some interesting facts about the eye and
how we see colors. It was previously
thought that three colors called the pri-
mary colors are necessary to form com-
plete color. Recent experiments by Ed-
ward Land have shown that the eye
does not neei] three colors, but that onl\
two ,ire necessarx for full color nnages
to appear. By simultaneously projecting
on a screen two carefully prepared black
and white transparent slides, each
through different color filters, a full
color image appears. This process will
be used to take two photographs of a
group of colored objects and, shortly
thereafter, demonstrated that full color
is obtained by projecting the slides on a
screen.
The cyclotron, housed in the nuclear
radiation laboratory, will be open to the
public this year. The cyclotron and
other experimental apparatus in the lab
are used by graduate student s.md facul-
ty for experimental woik in nuclear
physics.
The betatron research and develop-
ment program is housed in the physics
research laboratory. The staff of the
lab, as in past years, will conduct a
guided tour of the building. Facidty and
graduate students at the lab are en-
gaged in the study of nuclear phenom-
ena produced by X-rays and electrons
from the 340 MEV betatron and the
22 MEV^ betatrons.
Engineering sophomores in a physics laboratory determining the relation between the charge and mass
of an electron by measuring the deflection effects of electric and magnetic fields on a beam of electrons in
a vacuum tube.
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THEORETICAL AND APPLIED
MECHANICS
Tliis \i-ai the ilispla\s of the I^cpnrt-
iiUMit nt 'riicoictical and Applied Mc-
ihaiiics, located in Talbot Laboiatorx
«ill iiiclmic the demonstration of a ein-
lent research project which studies the
behavior of a missile as it lea\es water
:\iit\ enters the air. As the missile lea\es
the water it is photo<irap]ied by a mo\ie
camera, and by analyzing the photo-
graphs the action of the missile can be
determined. This disphn will be pre-
vented in the basement ot the Hind me-
chanics laboratory e\er\ hour on the
halt hour.
In the crane ba\ a three stor\ tall
testing machine will be used to fracture
large concrete cylinders. These cylinders
usually tax the machine to almost its
full capacit\' of .^ nu'llion pounds load.
When fracture docs occur, it happens
with e\plosi\e quickness resulting in .ui
exciting spectacle. The demonstration
of the machine wdl occur e\ery hour
on the hour.
On the west end ot the fust floor of
the building the entire fluids laboratory-
will be open to visitors. Some of the
man\ operating displa\s in fluid me-
cham'cs will be water turbines, a pump
that carries water from the basement to
the liist lioor by means of water cling-
ing to a rope, and the hyilraulic jump
(where Howing water suddenly jumps
from fast, shallow Mow to deep, slower
llow m order to osercome resistance in
the cbanel ),
( )n the second floor ol Talbot Labor-
ator\', exhibits will show methods for
determining the mechanical behavior of
solid materials. By allowing polarized
light to pass through a clear plastic
specimen and observing the resulting
fringes of color, the distribution of
stresses in that specimen can be ob-
tained. This useful method, call photo-
A hydraulic jump occurring in a glass-sided flume located in Talbot Laboratory. The hydraulic jump is an import-
ant phenomenon since, cs indicated, the extreme turbulence will erode a stream bed where if occurs. Spillways of
dams and other hydraulic structures must, therefore, be designed so the jump appears in a concrete-lined section
of the channel.
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I'hisricity will W clcnioiistraK-d alonji
with the uses of sensitise strain gages
which indicate by electrical means how
much a specimen has stretched. These
i;;ages are so sensitive that they can de-
tect the stretch in a 3 inch diameter
brass bar 3 feet long when it is touched
by your finger. Also shown, will be
examples of mechanical vibrations.
When a machine such as a car engine
undergoes sudden loads mechanical vi-
brations result. Modern vibration meas-
uring instruments and models which
demonstrate a few of the basic ideas in
the st\id\ of mechanical \ibrations will
be in the display. Tests showing the
behavior of steel bars when they are
pulled in tension and twisted in torsion
will be performed continuously during
the Open House. In the torsion test the
visitors may actually run the test by
cranking an arm which twists the steel
bar through a gear reduction. Many
people are sinprised when they see how
many times a steel bar can be twisted
around before it breaks. A machine
which tests small concrete cylinders in
the same wa\' as the big machine in the
crane ba\ will be operating and there
will also be a machine which demon-
strates the effect of high temperatures
on steel under load.
The third Hoor of Talbot Labora-
tory contains the fatigue of metals lab-
oratory. Here, actual research projects
which study the effects of repeated load-
ing and fracture of metals will be
shown. One of the research projects
now in progress is concerned with the
behavior of the metal in the Polaris
This concrete cylinder has just been shattered by the 3 million pound testing
machine whose base is shown at the right.
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ENGINEERS IN THE
ARMED FORCES
Army Ordnance Corps
'Vhc Kile «t oidiiaiHT will In- \><>V'
tiaxi-.l in the f\citiiijj cxliibit wliR-h tlu-
Army ( )rilii:itK-e Corps lias prt'part-il tor
this year's Kngiiieerinj!; Open House.
I)ispla\s which will exhibit the
Army's achievements over the past years
will include models of Nike anti-air-
cratt rocket installations. The Nike-
.-\ja\ is deployed all o\er tin- countr\
toda\.
There will be mock-vips of the Army'>
satellite-carrying missiles, and back on
the earthy side, we will display the com-
plete line of close support missiles which
are used in the field today. Other wea-
pons on display will be the "81" and
the "^7" mortars and a variety of small
arms.
Models of the new .Army weapons
will be available, tojiether with an ex-
planation of the enjiineeriiifr which lioes
into their design.
Vou will also have an opportunity to
he.ir of the many ad\antages of a career
in the r. S. Army. There will be
skilled personnel on hand to answer any
questions vou may have.
Me >ure to visit the Army Ordnance
dlspla\ whe[i you come to this year's
Kngineerin;: Open House. \'our visit
^hould be entertaining and enjoyable.
Signal Corps
In tile new concept of Atomic War-
fare, tile liiited States Government re-
lies o[i three principles to enable it to
defeat the enemy. These are mobility,
lirepower, and communications.
The main responsibility for communi-
cations rests with the Signal Corps. To
implement its goal of a solid net of
mobile communications covering any
size unit of troops in an area, the Sig-
nal Corps and civilian manufacturers
have developed a number of specialized
pieces of equipment. A few of these
means will be on display at the 1Q60
I'ngineering Open House to give spec-
tators a small view of some of the equip-
ment necessary to complete the needed
communications of the Army.
Several radios will be set up so the
spectators can operate them and get a
better knowledge of the equipment used
by the service. The best known is the
small individual set called the .AN
PRC-6 or "walkie-talkie." In aildition
to the "walkie-talkie's" capabilit\- of
being easily carried and operateil, it can,
if necessary be used to broadcast tele-
type signals as will be done at Open
House. This particular set-up is not
normally used by the Army; however.
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If i> t\pical lit the uM-luliiess and \ersa-
tilit\ of go\criiment equipment.
In contrast to the small one-man
radios shown, several large, nuilti-unit
radios, normally .set up in trucks, will
also be on display. These will be tuned
to local commercial stations t(i show
that military radios operate on the same
principle as do civilian radios. The rug-
ged construction and other special de-
vices will show the difference between
the two types. Military radios both
broadcast and receive. This is but one
facet of their versatility.
.Although radio is the primary means
of communications other supporting
means are necessary. This includes wire
communication composed of telephone
and teletype.
Several teletype machines will be on
display. Spectators can send and receive
between two of these. This will dem-
onstrate its speed and usefulness. An-
other set will receive a national press
news service to show again, the simi-
laritv to civilian installations. This wire
equipment is generally more stable than
radio but is not as mobile.
Other wire equipment to be shown
include telephones and switchboards.
Some other equipment widely used by
the Signal Corps, but not shown, will
be long range telephone and radio equip-
ment, photography, television and elec-
tronic computers.
Speedy, reliable communications is a
must for a modern army. The Signal
Corps provides this with fast, accurate
equipment employeil in highly mobile
situatiiins.
Army Engineer
The mission of the infantry division
engineer battalion in the attack is to as-
sist the forward movement of the divi-
sion by general engineer work. 1 he dis-
position of all available engineer troops
and equipment, both organic and sup-
porting, is determined by the division
engineer to accomplish this mission ac-
cording to the scheme of maneuver
established by the division commander.
The engineers accomplish this by per-
forming various duties during the at-
tack. Some of these general duties are:
engineer reconnaissance, collect data for
improvement of existing maps, removal
and construction of obstacles, main-
tenance of supph- routes and lines of
communication and the construction
and maintenance of bridges to be used
during the attack. It is the division en-
gineer's responsibility to see that there
are engineer units with the front. Hank
and rear guards.
The location and maintainence of the
main supply route (.MSR) is another
important duty of the engineer. Suppiv
routes must be kept open at all cost to
maintain the forward motion of the
attack. These routes must be kept clear
of mines and also road work must be
done to keep the routes in shape lor
their intended traffic. Also the engineers
are responsible for the supph' of water.
The engineer is responsible in trans-
|iorting troops across rivers. This is ac-
complished by means of assault boats,
foot bridges, ferries, and bridges. Care-
ful planning must go into river cro.ss-
ing operations and the engineer plays
one of the more important parts in these
operations. Planning may be started ^0
miles before the river is reached by the
attacking force.
The engineer is an important factor
in the attack whether his job is remov-
ing obstacles in the advance or con-
structing obstacles in the retreat. .Much
of the success of the attack depends
upon the engineer's accomplishments.
NROTC
The U. of I. NROTC's exhibit for
the 1960 Engineering (^pen House is
located in rooms 1^2 and 134 in the
Mechanical Engineering Building, first
floor. Consisting mainly of displays con-
cerning deelopinents in aircraft control,
guided missiles and missile guidance,
and Naval ordnance, the exhibit repre-
sents many of the latest .advancements
in naval warfare.
A moving cockpit simply demonstrates
manual aircraft attitude control. V'^isit-
ors may sit in the cockpit and move the
control stick, which actuates servos that
cause the cockpit to pitch and roll re-
alistically. The device is similar to a
Link trainer, but less complicated.
A small-scale skeleton aircraft frame
is mounted with a spinning gyroscope
connected to its control surfaces. The
frame is pivoted and may be easilv
moved to show the movements of the
control surfaces caused by the gyro.
The display's purpose is to demonstrate
the principles of gyro control in air-
craft.
A coiitinuoush - running projector
shows a sound film on the Sidewinder,
one of the Navy's new air-to-air mis-
sile. The film is in color, and explains
the guidance principles of the heat- seek-
ing missile. The Sidewinder is shown
in flight, and runs on target drones.
Numerous static displays feature new
developments in Naval Ordnance, and
include models of the X/iiitiliis and the
Fatriik llinry. a new ballistic missile
sLibmarine. Also shown are .scale cut-
aways of mines, bombs, depth charges,
,uui a new torpedo employing a homing
device to actually hunt its target.
Midshipmen will be on hand to con-
duct the exhibit .uid answer questions.
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ANOTHER WAY RCA
SERVES BUSINESS
THROUGH
ELECTRONICS
Princeton, N. J: Today the oreo around this historic educational center is one of the country's foremost communities of scientific research.
RCA Electronics helps build a new capital of science
at Princeton, N.J.
Explorers once looked for new opportunities beyond
the mountains and the oceans. Today, our frontiers
are somewhere out in space or deep inside the
atom. The modern explorer is the research scientist.
He seeks new ideas, new knowledge.
Research has been an important activity at RCA
e\'er since it was founded in 1919. And eighteen
^•ears ago many scattered operations were united
in the RCA David Sarnoff Research Center, wliich
set tile pattern for a new capital of industrial re-
search at Princeton, N. |. Here, RCA pro\ided
giftetl men with fine facilities—and created a cli-
mate in which research thrives. Since then, many
other institutions dedicated to research in a variety
of fields have been erected in the area.
From RCA's vision has grown a reservoir of
scientists and research men whose achie\'ements
put electronics into service on an ever-broadening
front, and with such success that RCA means elec-
tronics—whether related to international communi-
cations, to the clearest performance of television in
color or black-and-white, radio and stereophonic
music or to national defense and the electronic
conquests in space.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
—Photos by Dove Yates
technocutie . . .
BARBARA KOZUB
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January's IVcliiiocutie beloiii;s to the i-iiginet-rs at the
I iiiversity more than any other Techiiocutie in a long tinu-.
Barbara Kozub, majoring in Industrial Engineering, is a
junior at the University. Called Bobbie by her friends, she
^ays she picked engineering as a career because it was a chal-
U'nge. Barbara says she wanted to be in the business field,
but liked the combination of business and science that in-
dustrial engineering offers. To her, the field offers a right
balance between the two.
When Barbara graduates, she woidd like to work in a
big plant (preferabh' one in chemicals, foods or clothing)
.lud do production supervision. She says she wants a lot of
people around her all the time to work with as well as doing
engineering problems.
Barbara says the students she works with all seem polite
.uul lots of fun ; they are very friendlw rather nice and
mannerly. She says she doesn't know what they think about
having a girl in their classes, but outwardly they are friend-
ly. Teachers' attitudes vary, Bobbie says. Some of them are
wonderful towards a girl; others will try to embarrass a
girl; and still others just ignore her. Most of them she feels
are very good, however.
Industrial engineering coLirses, economics and physics
are Barbara's favorite courses although she admits physics
nth was hardest for her. "The subjects best liked and hard-
est sometimes go hand in hand." Barbara enjoys the chal-
lenge of tackling a hard course. She admits she often lets an
easy course slide and therefore gets the worst marks in them.
Bobbie is one of the women trying to get the Society of
W^omen Engineers started. She is chairman of the group who
are tr\ing to get more women engineers interested in the
society. The girls also plan to write to high school girls who
\\ rite to the Dean of Women about engineering, and they
will tell them the advantages and disadvantages of engineer-
ing for women.
.Although she doesn't have much spare time in the school
\ear, Barbara is also a freshman ad\is()r at LAR and a mem-
ber of SIES. She says she likes to listen to Johnny Mathis,
Doris Day and instrumental mood music to rela.x. She does
not like modern jazz.
She admits she likes food : salads, fried chicken, steaks
and chops well done top her list. She prefers coffee or cokes
to beer.
Barbara's pet pee\e concerrurig men is the conceited
\ariety, the egotistical men not interested in others. She
thinks people on the whole should be interested on others, as
she herself is interested in people.
Another of Barbara's peeves are people who let them-
selves be dominated by social pressures of campus life and
who don't relax and act natural. She feels engineers are more
sincere than some of the men on the other side of campus.
If she coedd be doing anything she wanted, Barbara
would like to be working at an interesting job where she
could serve a useful purpose and have lots of friends and
work with a lot of nice people.
Ageneral education is important for engineers, Barbara
feels, because everything an engineer does take is technical
and not all of it is necessary. She wishes it were possible to
substitute LAS courses for these. She feels most engineers
know where they will major and therefore some of the
courses could be more general.
Bobbie is not sure just where she will be working in
Open House, but she will be helping in some industrial en-
gineering display. She thinks Open House is good each year.
She says it is possible to learn more in one day of (^pen
House than in one year of classes. A student there can see
what courses he will be taking will be like and what other
engineers are doing.
About the idea of a stereotyped female engineer, big and
muscidar, Barbara says the girls in the Society are sharp,
and that type of woman can be fo\uid in any field, not just
engineering.
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...staffed by graduates
of virtually every engineering
school in the United States..
ma\g»&^ _VAtH\^ m^'^.
TO'^lVmr_.n---iTr.^
mM-
CONVAIR FORT WORTH
p. O. BOX 748-C6
A DIVISION OF
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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NASA LEADS
U.S. VENTURES
INTO
SPACE
OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
TO GRADUATING SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
NASA plans, directs and conducts the Nation's
aeronautical and space activities for peaceful pur-
poses and the benefit of all mankind.
NASA's efforts are directed toward discovering
new knowledge about our universe and formu-
lating new concepts of flight within and outside
the earth's atmosphere. Through the application
of the resulting new knowledge and supporting
technology, we will gain a deeper understanding
of our earth and nearby space, of the moon, the
sun and the planets, and ultimately, of inter-
planetary space and the distant galaxies.
NASA is now engaged in research, development,
design, and operations in a wide variety of fields,
including:
Spacecraft • Aircraft • Boosters • Payloads
Flight dynamics and mechanics • Aeroelasticity
Launching and impact loads • Materials and struc-
tures • Heat transfer • Magnetoplasmadynamics
Propulsion and energy systems: nuclear, thermal,
electrical, chemical • Launching, tracking, naviga-
tion, recovery systems • Instrumentation : electrical,
electronic, mechanical, optical • Life support sys-
tems • Trajectories, orbits, celestial mechanics
Radiation belts • Gravitational fields • Solar and
stellar studies • Planetary atmospheres • Lunar
and planetary surfaces • Applications: meteor-
ology, conununications, navigation, geodesy.
Career Opportunities
At NA.SA career opportunities for graduates
with bachelor's or higher degrees are as unlimited
as the scope of our organization. Because of our
dynamic growth and diversified operations, ex-
cellent oppoi-tunities for personal and professional
advancement are available for graduates with
majors in
:
Engineering: Aeronautical, Mechanical, Electronic,
Electrical, Chemical, Metallurgical, Ceramic, Civil,
Engineering Mechanics, Engineering Physics
Science: Astronautics, Physics, Electronics, Chem-
istry, Metallurgy, Mathematics, Astronomy, Geo-
physics
For details about career opportunities, write
to the Personnel Director of any of the
NASA Research Centers listed below or
contact your Placement Officer.
NASA Research Centers and their
locations are:
• Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
• Ames Research Center, Mountain View, Calif.
• Lewis Research Center, Cleveland 35, Ohio
• Flight Research Center, Edwards. Calif.
• Goddard Space Flight Center, Washington 25, D.C.
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Tau Beta Pi Essay . .
The Responsibility of the College
By Richard W. Sievers
Today's lilghly trained s[iact'-iiiiiulfd
engineering student receives an educa-
tion that equips him to live in a func-
tioning society composed principally of
technicians or other engineers. He is
completely at home in a conversation en-
compassing such topics as Newton's
Equations, Ohm's Law, Kirchoff's haw
and a host of other allied subjects that
are of interest mainly to other engi-
neers. His only hope of surviving a con-
versation in a mixed group containing
non-engineering students is for him to
shift or limit the discussion to areas in
which he may make knowledgeable con-
tribution.s. These areas are admittedh
small. They do not usually include sucii
topics as art, music, literature, or in
many instances, e\en current e\ents.
His political knowledge is chiefly coni-
po.sed of tinted accounts that appear in
local newspapers telling of the exploita-
tion of the public or crafty politicians.
From these observations it would
seem that the engineering student is not
receiving a sufficiently broad education
while at school. It would seem that his
technical education, either by his own
choosing, or by college requirements,
should be augmented by a greatly in-
creased amount of subjects in such
fields as Economics, Political Science,
Art, Literature, Music, and the Hu-
manities. It should be the responsibility
of the college to insure that the engi-
neer, at the time of his graduation, is
fully qualified to meet his own responsi-
bilities to society.
The engineer has a two-fold responsi-
bility; to industry, and to all forms of
government from the local to the na-
tional level. The foremost of these is
probably to industry. It is here th.it the
skills and talents that have been devel-
oped in our engineering schools are
called upon and have been proven ade-
quate. The engineer could not help in
producing the maze of complicated
hardware and gadgetry that has become
the stock-in-trade of American engineer-
ing. His productivity is second to none.
He seems to have an infinite capacits'
for finding the solutions to a great \ a-
riety of difficult problems.
One of the major problems facing the
engineer is one that has confronted him
ever since the invention of the first
wheel. This problem is the control, for
useful rather than destructive purposes,
of all of the findings and creations that
e\()l\e fiom the ingenuit\ of engineer-
ing. With the ad\enr of blasting pow-
der, man was able to increase his pro-
ductivity by having the powder with
which to clear land. His ability to des-
troy was also increased by the applica-
tion of this power to muskets and can-
nons. The Industrial Revolution pro-
duced new production machines which
we consider to be indispensible to our
present way of life. Mass-production,
made possible by mechanization of the
industries, has allowed the production
of merchandise to be of such a volmiie
that an abundance of goods and serv-
ices are available to everyone. These
same mass production methods are also
used to mass-produce rifles, bullets,
tanks, planes, and even warships. This
again brings with it the problems con-
nected with control.
These same problems of control are
experienced when the engineer meets
his second responsibilitN ; that responsi-
bility that is iliiected toward govern-
ment.
With the ratiiication of the Consti-
tution of the United States in the lat-
ter part of the eighteenth centiuy, the
citizens of the L'nited States were grant-
ed the privilege to choose, through elect-
ed officials, the governmental policies to
b? followed. This same process of
choosing those to represent us in the
government by free elections is still
followed today. It is up to the indi-
\uiual to become familiar with the me-
chanics of our government and to give
support in order th.it our government
may be truly the "People's Govern-
ment." The communit)' leaders, who
may well be engineers, must be people
who are educated in the functions of
good government. It is un to all indi-
viduals to realize the full importance
and necessity of ha\ irv:: a multi-party
' olitical system with full-time politicians
ro operate them. It is, however, up to
t'lese same individuals to determine the
c-ipabilities and potentialities of these
s\srenis and politicians, and to offer
their support and leadership to insure
their election. It is up to the engineer,
as a community leailer, to arouse com-
munity interest and to provide com-
munity leadership in order that the con-
trol of the government be in the hands
of ;ill people.
In order that the engineer ma\ ha\e
the abilit\ to provide adequate leader-
ship, he himself must first have been
schooled in governmental theory. This
can most easily be effected by a further-
ance of his college training. Yet, the
engineering student is granted only a
minimum of time that he may devote
to non-technical subjects. Is this fair
to either the stuilent or to the com-
inunit) in which he later lives? Should
not the colleges recognize that this facet
of an engineering student's education is
also important and initiate measures
which would correct this condition?
Even though the student engineer, of-
fered lucrative starting salaries in in-
dustry, will not of himself take the
extra time to fortify his education with
more non-technical subjects, the educa-
tional institutions must insist that this
be done. They should require non-tech-
nical courses to insure that the engi-
neeiing student, as a potential leader
ciitenng into community activities after
graduation, be (pialified to offer guid-
ance and leadership in order that our
goxernment "of the people" ma\' con-
tinue to be just that.
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ENGINEERS SCIENTISTS
THE!
MITRE
Iff^ites Candidates jor baccalaureate
and Qraduate T)e^rees to In^festimate
the Career Opportunities ^i^ailatte
in X^ar^e-Scale System "Engineering
Accelerating programs in the growing techno-
logical field of large-scale system engineering
at MITRE afford young engineers and scien-
tists unique career opportunity because:
• MITRE, a systems engineering and development
organization, formed under the sponsorship of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has the
unusual assignment of providing engineering solu-
tions to the varied and complex problems inherent
in large-scale air defense systems.
• The complexities involved in the design and
development of the world's largest real-time
control systems provide an opportunity to apply
professional skills across a broad scientific spec-
trum. Included within this long-range work pro-
gram is the design, development, evaluation and
integration of the diverse components, equipments
and subsystems from which total systems are
evolved. This is a continuing assignment because
the MITRE system approach takes cognizance of
the immediate and long-term threat, the total
defense technology — both present and projected —
and the complex logistics of air defense that
insures the best possible defense system, at mini-
mum cost, for any given time period.
• Working directly with the men who designed
and developed the SAGE System, professional
growth is stimulated in a multi-disciplined environ-
ment where there is freedom of choice to apply
individual skills in areas which best fit professional
talents. Assignments range from system design
through prototype development to advanced oper-
ations research.
• Openings are available at MITRE's modern
locations in suburban Boston, Massachusetts —
Fort Walton Beach, Florida - and Montgomery,
Alabama.
We invite you to discuss with us how your academic training
can be effectively utilized in the following areas:
• COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
• RADAR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
• REALTIME COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS
• ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
AND EVALUATION
• SYSTEM RESEARCH AND DESIGN
• COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
• ELECTRONIC RECONNAISSANCE AND
COUNTERMEASURE SYSTEMS
• BASIC ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
\
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Please contact your Placement Director to arrange interview on campus
THE MITRE CORPORATION
244 Wood Street — Lexington 73, Massachusetts
J brochure more jiiUy describing l^nj.T^f and its acticities is nvailMc on rccluest.
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Skimming
Industrial
Headlines
Edited by Paul Cliff
New Stereo Speakers
Four ni'w ( uMU'ial Electric "Stereo
Classic" speakers have been introduced
by the audio products section of the
Company's radio receiver department,
accordiiifr to an announcement by S. J.
Welsh, marketing manager tor audio
components.
Model 120] H, a 12-inch wide-range
speaker priced at $19.9S, will serve as
an effective economical basic speaker for
any stereo or monophonic high fidelity
system. It has a recommended amplifier
rating of 5-25 watts (continuous power
rating) , frequency response of 48 to
13,000 cps, power rating of 25 watts,
and Alnico 5 magnet weight of 14.5
ounces.
Also priced at $19.95 is the Model
G-504 tweeter speaker, a 2%-inch di-
rect radiator tweeter speaker, styled for
surface movuiting if desired. It provides
maximum dispersion of high frequencies
in all directions for truer stereo effect,
with frequenc\- response of 1200 to 16,-
000 cps. Model G-504 has a 100-de-
gree dispersion, both horizontally and
vertically, power rating of 30 watts,
and Alnico 5 magnet weight of 6.8
ounces.
Model G-502 dual-cone 12-inch
speaker features a specially treated cloth
edge suspension for improved low-fre-
quency response with greater linearity
and new binding post terminals for easy
connection. It has a special auxiliary
"whizzer" cone for high frequency per-
' tormance and a recommended amplifier
1 rating of 5-25 watts (continuous power
]
rating). Model G-502, priced at $34.95,
I
has frequencv response of 30-16,00(1
cps, power rating of 25 watts and Al-
nico 5 magnet weight of 14.5 ounces.
Priced at $59.95 is Model G-503, a
dual coaxial 12-inch speaker, with spe-
cially treated cloth edge suspension for
better low frequency response plus a
new combination electro-mechanical and
L-C crossover network for smoother
transition. An extra-long aluminum base
voice coil provides greater linearity and
fine tone under varying climatic condi-
tions. With a recommended amplifier
rating of 5-30 watts (continuous power
rating), Model G-503 has frequency re-
sponse of 30-16,000 cps, 100-degree dis-
persion, crossover frequency of 2,000
cps, power rating of 30 watts (Inte-
grated Program Material), and Alnico
5 magnet weights of 14.5 ounces for the
woofer and 6.8 ounces for the tweeter.
Supersonic Circuit at Tullahoma
Nears Completion
Largest of the 22 wind tunnels and
test cells at the U. S. Air Force's Ar-
nold Engineering Development Center
in Tullahoma, Tenn., is the propulsion
wind tunnel comprised of a transonic
unit now in operation and a supersonic
circuit nearing completion.
The propulsion wind tunnel—one of
the three major laboratories at the
Center—is powered by the world's
largest rotating machine. Built by the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, the
machine is over 480 feet long and de-
velops 216,000 horsepower. It concludes
the world's two most powerful syn-
chronous motors, each rated 83,000
horsepower, and two smaller "starting
'
motors of 25,000 horsepower each. The
four motors, which were built at the
Westinghouse East Pittsburgh, Pa.,
plant, are connected in tandem to drive
two huge compressors: one a three-stage
luiit for the transonic circin't; the other
an 18-stage unit for the supersonic cir-
cuit. The compressors were built at the
Westinif^house Sunnyvale, Calif., manu-
facturing division.
The transonic circuit at the Center
has been conducting aerodynamic and
propulsion tests for nearly three years,
and it soon will be joined by its as-
sociated supersonic tunnel. Tests have
been conducted on more than 30 of tne
major weapon-system projects of the
United States government, including
the USAF Titan, Snark, GAM-72 and
Honiarc missiles, nose cones for all in-
tercontinental ballistic missiles, t h e
Xavy's Polaris, the Army's Juniper and
the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration Mercury "man-in-space"
project.
Picture Freezer for TV Editing
A video picture freezer which instant-
Iv stops TV picture action and holds
the frozen image on its screen for as
long as ten minutes is now available
from the industrial systems division of
Hughes Aircraft Company.
The new Hughes storage monitor is
equipped with a five-inch Hughes Ton-
otron tube, which can display a con-
tinuous television picture, and "freeze"
the action at any desired time.
The Hughes storage monitor has a
\ aried range of applications, including:
1. Video tape editing. The monitor
can be used as a key unit in the design
of advanced video tape editing systems.
2. Surveillance. Closed-circuit TV
surveillance in industrial plant protec-
tion, as a deterrent against shoplifting,
and as an aid in general law enforce-
ment.
3. Sports. Quick determination of
pertinent actions in sporting events by
providing an instant frozen picture of
race finishes, winners, accidents and
rules infractions.
4. Teaching. Closed-circuit "on the
scene" TV classroom instruction. Ideal
for capturing pertinent moments in
medical and dental operations and dem-
onstrations, thus permitting elaboration
by the lecturer.
5. Fluoroscopy. Capable of storing
images where short-biu'st fluoroscopic
X-ray techniques are used, further aid-
ing in reducing patient irradiation
dosage. Image available for immediate
examination.
The Hughes storage monitor can be
connected directly to a closed circuit
television camera, video tape recorder or
other video signal source, the company
said. The device will monitor the pic-
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Take advantage of the
MECHANICAL
ADVANTAGE
The screw is a combination of two
mechanical principles: the lever,
and the inclined plane in helical
form. The leverage applied to the
nut combines with motion of the nut
around the bolt to exert tremendous
clamping force between the two.
One of the greatest design errors
today, in fact, is failure to realize
the mechanical advantages that
exist in standard nuts and bolts.
Smaller diameters and less costly
grades of fasteners tightened to
their full capacity will create far
stronger joints than those utilizing
bigger and stronger fasteners tight-
ened to only a fraction of their
capacity. Last year, one of our engi-
neers showed a manufacturer how
he could save $97,000 a year simply
by using all the mechanical advan-
tages of a less expensive grade.
When you graduate, make sure
you consider the mechanical advan-
tages that RB&W fasteners provide.
And make sure, too, that you con-
sider the career advantages RB&W
offers mechanical engineers — in the
design, manufacture and application
of mechanical fasteners. If you're
interested in machine design — or
sales engineering, write us for more
information.
RUSSELL, BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
Port Chsstsr, N. Y.
Rmw
115 year
tunc until tlu" stdic switch is manu.illx
or automatically actuatcil. This instajit-
ly freezfs the action, until normal pic-
ture action is again started by iisinjr the
monitor switch. The unit is a\ailable
for table or rack mounting and multiple
units can be set up to freeze a nuniher
i)f sequential action frames.
Larger License Plates
l.iifiise pi.ites (in 7ll million Ameii-
can motor \ehicles will he biirger,
brighter, and easier to read if states
anply research findings reported to the
Highway Research Board by three en-
gineers from the University of Illinois.
They told about a two-year stiid\ on
license legibility sponsored at the iini-
versitv by Charles F. Carpentier, Illi-
nois Secretary of State. Recommenda-
tions for Illinois plates ha\e been re-
ported to him.
They recommended the national size
of license plates, 12 h\ h inches, be
lengthened to 14 by 6.
For quick accurate identification
under normal da\light conditions at \2''
feet or farther they recommended no
more than six identification characters
on the plates.
For states with fewer than 1,(IO(),0(1I)
vehicles the easiest read s\stem is
straight use of numbers. For larger
states they found the best system two
letters and four numbers, which pro-
vides for 6,000 vehicles. All letters
should be together at beginning or end
of the series, they said.
Rigger characters for state names or
abbreviations and for year numbers
were recommended to make this infor-
mation legible at least 65 feet away.
Reconunendations were in line with
finds that licenses have two functions:
to identify the vehicle, and to show the
owner has complied with registration
laws.
I nder these finding slogans and em-
blems would go off the plates. The en-
gineers reported, "The advertising aiul
publicizing of the state by means of slo-
gans or symbols is not a function of
license plates."
Two plates—one front and one rear
—were found necessary to best accom-
plish the purpose of licenses.
Rounded open-st\le numbers and let-
ters were recommended for best legibil-
it\', with letters slightly larger than the
the numbers, and with selection of higli-
contrast colors for the plates.
ReHectorization of license plates was
di.scussed and it was said that this in-
creases night legibility by 28 per cent.
"There appears no appreciable differ-
ence in legibility of various types of ma-
terials used," he said, however, "consid-
erations other than legibility, have an
important bearing on choice of reflectoi-
izing material." Factors he listed are
\isibility, ilurability, ease of cleaning,
all-wcathei iierformance, nianufactur-
ing requirements, and cost."
F.ffect of retlectorized plates on \e-
hicle collisions is not definite, he said.
Additional data are needed.
A Home Away From Home
How will space speciali>t^ keep a man
'ouifoitable in a space ship if the\- can't
load the \ehicle with tons of air condi-
tioning equipment to change tempera-
tures or put its occupant in a tempera-
ture-adjustable space suit?
The answer is to try to design the
space vehicle to operate at a constant
"shirt sleeve" temperature, said senior
research scientist J. E. Janssen, \Iinne-
apolis-Honeywell Research Center. He
added however that this is ea.sier said
than done. "How do you calculate the
temperatures, if no one's e\er been
there?
"
Conditions in sp.ice differ from eavth-
h ones, said .Mr. Janssen, and the wavs
that the skin has of helping to keep the
b(id\ comfortable on the ground may
not be available to it among the stars.
For one thing, since the force of
gravity is so much lower in space than
on earth, the air that carries off heat
and moisture from the body won't be
mo\ing nearly as fast. If some means is
not provided for moving the cloud of
carbon dioxide and \apor from around
the space man, he won't be \ery com-
fortable. But velocities will have to be
kept fairly low, because high air move-
ment has a fatiguing effect.
E\en more important, fornudas indi-
cate that air temperature variations in-
side the vehicle have less effect on the
occupant than the "mean radiant tem-
perature" of the ship. Air. Janssen de-
fined "mrt" as, roughly, the surface
temperatures of an enclosure, like a
space ship, which gives off the same heat
as a body in the actual environment. For
e\ery degree that "mrt" varies, a .i.2°F
change is necessary in the air at atmo-
spheric pressure to compensate for it.
The big job will be control of "mrt,"
he said.
From the data he gathered, Mr. Jans-
st'ii went on, comfortable atmosphere in
a space ship in given conditions would
he about 67 F. This would compare to
an earthly environment of 70°F and
82.2 skin surface temperature.
But, he indicated, these formulas are
only the beginning. They will help a
man stay alixe while hurtling through
space, but only when he comes back can
exact ones be worked out.
At the same session of the ASME
meeting, a new space age word that may
soon be a standard part of the lan-
guage was defined.
The word is "clo" and, according to
I. W. McCutchan, associate professor
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of I'ligiiieeiing at the University of Cali-
fornia, a "clo" is that quantity of cloth-
ing that will maintain a comfortable
lieat balance for a man sitting at rest
in a room with a 70° temperature, less
th.-m 50° humidity and air movement
iif at least 20 feet per minute.
Professor McCutchan said that crews
of supersonic airplanes need at least 3
or 4 clo for complete protection in case
the\ have to bail out in arctic territor\-.
The problem is that an impossibly low
cabin temperature is required if the men
are to wear that much clothing in com-
fort.
The solution may lie in ventilated
clothing, continued Professor ^IcCut-
chan. This type of garment, which has
built-in vents among its other attributes,
is a sort of substitute for air condition-
ing and allows the air to circulate
through clothing more freely.
Suits of this type have already been
designed, but crewmen must wear with
them an anti-exposure suit, flying suit,
woolen imderwear, gloves, wool socks
and rubber boots.
The perfect solution to the piiihlem
has yet to be found.
Street Of Gold
Although many Europeans erroneous-
ly believed that the streets of America
were paved with gold, there actually
was one saturated with the metal. Lo-
cated in San Francisco in 184S, it con-
tained so many specks of gold that some
people picked it out as a means of mak-
ing a living. How the gold got there is
;i mystery, but some say miners who
lodged at the United States hotel lost
tiny grains enroute from the leaky can-
vas bags they carried.
TV For Towser
Televisi(}n adxertisers are reported
flirting \\'ith subliminal messages again
—this time aimed at dogs. The trick
would be to transmit supersonic bark-
ing, which a dog can hear but a man
can't, along with a picture of a dog-
food can. The viewer's dog woidd bark
in answer and the viewer, presumably
would rush out to bu\' the food.
Labor-Snaring Lottery
An appliance company in labor-short
West Germany holds Saturday lotteries
to keep its workers on a six-day week,
reports International Management Di-
gest. The firm offers a lottery of 20
prizes—including its own refrigerators
and washers
—
plus free beer and sand-
w iches in addition to overtime pay, to
employees who report for work on Sat-
urdavs.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers; Physicists
At ffiSlE \h
you can work in this new
multi-million dollar engineering
research & manufacturing facility in
Next fall the Norden Division of United Aircraft Corporation will
consolidate in its new 350,000 sq. ft. Norwalk home, the operations it is
now carrying on in plants and laboratories in White Plains, New York
and Stamford and Milford, Connecticut. The Ketay Department, however,
a prominent leader in the field of rotating components, will continue
operations in its modern facilities in Commack, Long Island.
At Norden Laboratories you will be associated with top men in the field
of precision electronics, while working in this ultra modern new building
which will contain the most up-to-date laboratory equipment available
to facilitate the design and development of:
Fire Control Systems
Radar Systems
Communications Equipment
Data Processing Equipment
Infrared Equipment
Television Systems
Inertial Guidance Systems
Navigational Systems
and Components
Microwave Equipment
Aircraft Instrumentation
Anti-Submarine Warfare
Norwalk is a particularly attractive location that has "more than its share"
of cultural activities—the largest community art center in the East as well
as its own symphony orchestra. Outdoor recreation also abounds— golf
courses, fishing, boating, and swimming on Long Island Sound and famous
New England winter sports centers close by. You can pursue graduate
study under Norden's excellent tuition refund plan in many area schools.
And all this is only 41 miles from New York City.
For additional information on opportunities at Norden Laboratories, see
your college placement officer or write to: Technical Employment Mgr.
T NORDEN LABORATORIES
NORDEN DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
121 Westmoreland Avenue, White Plains, New York
NORD
f
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Test engineers (right) assemble high potential testing equipment.
The complete installation (upper) consists of a completely enclosed
electrostatic generator (on right) which has a current output of four
milliamps and a uoltage output of 600,000 volts. The electrostatic
generator feeds into a current-limiting and discharge assembly in the
lower left of the picture.
POWER and TECHNOLOGY
to assure progress .
.
.
The rapidly expanding needs for electric power place a premium on tech-
nological knowledge to develop new concepts of design, operations and sys-
tem protection. The high potential tester, above, is the only such unit in
operation by a U. S. electric utility — another example of Wisconsin Electric
Power Company's leadership in technological development. The Company
has pioneered many engineering "firsts" in electric power because its policy
has been to do its own design and development work.
See our representatives when they visit your campus. Challenging jobs
are open in your field of engineering with excellent opportunities for personal
advancement.
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY SYSTEM
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Wisconsin Michigan Power Co.
Applefon, Wis.
Wisconsin Natural Gas Co.
Racine, Wis.
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Where do you want to work?
These 2 answers may shape your future
AT NORTHROP you will be offered a wide diver-
sity of over 30 operational fields from which to
choose. You will apply your talents to the work you
enjoy - in the fields best suited to your inclinations
and ability.
You will work with the newest and most-advanced
research and test equipment.
You will work with acknowledged leaders in their
fields-men who are chosen for their capabilities and
their skills in guiding and developing the talents of
younger men. You will like the way they delegate
authority and assure you of your fair share of credit
for engineering triumphs.
You will earn top salary. Northrop's salary structure
is unique in the industry.With this growing company
you will receive increases as often as you earn them,
and these will be based on your own individual
achievements.You will discover, too, that Northrop's
vacation and fringe benefits are extra liberal.
And you will continue to learn while you earn at
Northrop with no-cost and low-cost education. At
leading Southern California institutions, you will
earn advanced degrees and keep current with the
latest advances in your own chosen field.
NORTHROP
CORPORATION
NBWSISHAPPENINGATNORTHROP
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA you will work
in the electronic, aircraft/missile center of the world.
You will join the outstanding scientists and engi-
neers who continually advance Southern California's
dynamic leadership in these fields of the future.
When you work at Northrop you will be able to
enjoy your leisure the year around. Close to the
beaches and the mountains, you'll enjoy an active
life in Southern California's incomparable climate.
Now -as you plan your future, you owe it to yourself to
consider these 3 Divisions of Northrop.
NORAIR DIVISION is the creator of the USAF Snark SM-62
missile now operational with SAC. Norair is currently
active in programs of space research, flight-testing the
USAF-Northrop T-38 Talon trainer and Northrop's N-156F
Freedom Fighter.
RADIOPLANE DIVISION, creator of the world's first family
of drones, produces and delivers unmanned aircraft for
all the U.S. Armed Forces to train men, evaluate weapon
systems, and fly surveillance missions. Today Radioplane
is readying the recovery system for Project Mercury.
NORTRONICS DIVISION is a leader in inertial and astro-
nertial guidance systems. At Hawthorne, Nortronics ex-
plores infrared applications, airborne digital computers,
and interplanetary navigation. At Anaheim, Nortronics
develops ground support; optical and electromechanical
equipment; the most advanced data-processing devices.
Find out more about the young engineers and scientists
who are making the news happen at Northrop.
W/RITE TODAY for information about Northrop
and all of its Divisions.
Engineering & Scientific Personnel Placement Office
Northrop, P.O. Box 1525, Beverly Hills, California
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Student Frank G. analyzes the
Spectrum of skills built into
Hamilton Standard products
0^-:
Some engineering specialties that contribute
to creating this engine control:
• FLUID DYNAMICS
• HYDRAULICS
• ELECTRONICS
• METALLURGY
• VIBRATION
• MECHANICS
• CONTROL DYNAMICS
• STRESS ANALYSIS
• SERVO MECHANISMS
OTHER PRODUCTS
DEVELOPED BY
THIS INTEGRATION
OF VARIED SKILLS:
ELECTRONIC
FLIGHT CONTROLS
TURBO PROP
CONTROLS
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROLS
m^
_ I- ^ -^, ' I -, L , ^bM
^
MODEL JFC 12-n FUEL CONTROL is, typically,
the result of the Hamilton Standard "task force of talents"
concept now producing so many ingenious, space-con-
quering devices for advanced aircraft, missiles and space
vehicles. The unit above is standard equipment on the
highly successful Boeing 707 Jet Transport. This light-
weight (60 lbs.), complex (about 1200 parts), and sensitive
unit delivers 16,000 gallons of fuel in 7 hours— sufficient
to drive a car 240,000 miles— the distance to the moon!
Incoming students like Frank G. can use their engi-
neering knowledge immediately at Hamilton Standard by
contributing, as members of small design, analysis or proj-
ect groups to the development of a product. There is
virtually no limit to the types of engineering background
required at Hamilton Standard, and no limit to the chal-
lenging applications that await these talents.
Write to R. J. Harding, Administrator-College Relations,
for full color, illustrated brochure:
HAMILTON STANDARD
A DIVISION OF
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
BRADLEY FIELD ROAD, V/INDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
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BRAIN TEASERS
Edited by Steve Dilts
This elegant pii/./ic dates bacic to
1739. For historical interest, I give it
in the original dress which seems to
have imposed the English currency on
the Netherlands. I hasten to state that
all an American needs to know about
this currency is that a guinea contains
21 shillings.
Three Dutchmen and tlieir wives go
to market, and each individual buys
some hogs. Each buys as many hogs as
he or she pays in shillings for one hog.
Each husband spends altogether 3 more
guineas than his wife. The men are
named Hendrick, Elas, and Cornelius;
the women are Gurtrun, Katrun, and
.Anna. Hendrick buys 23 more hogs
than Katrun, while Elas buys 1 1 more
than Gurtrun. What is the name of
each man's wife?
* * *
Can you rearrange the integers from
1 to 49 so that all rows (horizontal
and vertical) plus the two major dia-
meters add up to 175 per summation?
Just for a start
—
12 3 4
11
18
2S
32
39
46
For a "bonus point,'
as follows:
30 39 48 I
Now you kjiow how many rows
there are and the placement of seven
numbers, so go to it
!
* -* »
The following puzzle, due to Du-
deney, is given because the method of
solution is useful for an entire class
of digital problems.
If we multiply 571,428 by 5 and then
divide by 4, we get 714,285, which is
tlie same as the original number with
rlie first digit transferred to the end.
Can you find a number that can be
divided by 5 and multiplied b\- 4 in
the same way—by transfering the first
digit to the end?
Of course, 714,285 would serve if
we were allowed to transfer the last
digit to the head. Rut the transfer
must be made the other way—from the
begiiuiing to the end.
8
SALES
ENGINEERING
UNLIMITED
DUNHAM^BUSH
DEANE KEUCH
Purdue Univers/ly 53
^J EANE Keuch, one of 1 36 Dunham-Bush sales
engineers, knows the advantages of being assoeiated with a
dynamic young company with extensive product hnes.
Following his engineering studies at Purdue. Deane joined
Dunham-Bush as a trainee and soon became an application
engineer. After a relatively short time he was assigned
his own
territory, working out of the Cleveland area sales ot^ce.
In calling on consulting engineers, architects, plant
engineers,
wholesalers, contractors and building owners, Deane ( like all
Dunham-Bush sales engineers) finds it reassuring to be hacked by
his area office and the facilities of Dunham-Bush laboratories.
Equally reassuring is the availability of complete lines. The range
of Dunham-Bush refrigeration products runs trom compressors
to complete systems; the range of air conditioning
products
extends from motel room conditioners to a hospital s entire
air
conditioning plant. The heating line is equally complete: front a
radiator valve to zone heating control for an entire
apartment
housing project. The Dunham-Bush product family even includes
specialized heat transfer products applicable to missile use.
If you'd like to know more about the company
that ofTers "Sales Engineering Unlimited", send for a copy
of
•'This is Dunham-Bush".
AIR CONDITIONING. REFRIGERATION.
HEATING PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES
Dunham-Bush, Inc-
WEST HARTFORD 10, • CONNECTICUT, • U.S.A.
SAIES OFFICES LOCATED IN PRINCIPAl CITIES
BRAINTEASERS . . .
( Cdiiliiitud fro/ii I'lixi' T-))
trm'k can build uii tin's cache so that
when tin- tnu-k reaches the cache at the
(11(1 (it the seventh trip, the combined
fuel ot truck and cache will be three
loads. As we have seen, this is sufficient
to take the truck the remainiiifi: distance
of 766 and 2 '.3 miles. Seven tri|)s are
made between starting point and lir^t
cache, using 7/15 load of gasoline. 'I lie
tliree loads of fuel that remain are just
suflicient for the rest of the way, so the
total amount of gasoline consumed will
be .1 and 7/1.5, or a little more than
.1.46 loads. Sixteen trips are required.
Proceeding along similar lines, four
loads will take the truck a distance of
1 and 1/3 plus 1/5 plus 1/7 units,
with three caches located at the boun-
daries of these distances. The sum of
this infinite series diverges as the num-
ber of loads increases; therefore the
truck can cross a desert of any width.
If the desert is 1,000 miles across,
seven caches, 64 trips and 7.67.1 loads
of gasoline are required.
In long dix'ision, when two digits are
brought down instead of one. there must
be a zero in the quotient. This occurs
twice, so we know at once that the
quotient is x080x. When the divisor is
multiplied by the quotient's last digit,
the product is a four-digit number. The
quotient's last digit must therefore be
9, because eight times the divisor is a
three-digit number.
The divisor must be less than 125
because eight times 125 is 1,000, a four-
digit number. We now can deduce that
the quotient's first digit must be more
than 7, for even times a divisor less
than 125 would give a product that
would leave more than two digits after
it was subtracted from the frrst four
digits in the dividend. The first digit
cannot be 9 (which give a four-digit
number when the divisor is multiplied
by it), so it must be 8, making the full
quotient 80809.
The divisor must be more than 123
because 80809 times 123 is a seven-
digit number and our dividend has
eight digits. The only number between
123 and 125 is 124. We can now re-
construct the entire problem as fol-
lows:
80809
124 1 10020316
992
72
1003
992
1116
IIH)
The answer to the i:isr problem was
72 apples.
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Sun Checks Radar
The sun, long a navigational aid, now
can be used to check the accuracy of
search-and-height-finding-radar antennas
in a new technique. The method uses
the steady radio signals emitted by the
sun as known and accurate reference
points and permits testing and adjusting
of antennas in active service at field
sites for the first time.
Perfume Discourages Fido
Meter readers for an electric utility
firm in Texas have found that spraying
a cheap perfume with a water pistol
will discourage menacing dogs. While
perfume spraying is not a positive pre-
\entati\e for dog bites, it does show-
promise of substantiall\ reducing the
number of attacks suffered by meter
readers.
'Fantastic' Steel
The Russians claim to have developed
a process by which steel can be fabri-
cated to resist the "fantastic" loads of
nearly two million pounds per square
inch. Soviet scientists report that the
process "succeeds in moving atoms of
matter so close together" that virtually
no space exists between them.
Thor Statistics Soar
To handle one squadron of Thor mis-
siles (15 launching emplacements) re-
quires ten miles of piping, 2,500 miles
of wire, 1,500 meters, 3,000 panel light
assemblies, 50,000 resistors and potenti-
ometers, 50,000 capacitors, 5,000 relays
and enough electricity at peak output
to suppl\- a community of 25,000 homes.
Electronic Nightstick
Watchmen's nightsticks have gone
electronic. A new model has a built-in
transmitter that actuates an electronic
alarm system. A button at the top of
the stick sets off a signal, enabling a
watchman to sound alarm instanth'
without going to a fixed box. The sig-
nal can be used to operate any burglar
alarm or other device.
River Lights Aid Planes
Neon lights are being spaced on trans-
mission-line spans across rivers to alert
airplane pilots who often follow rivers
when fog cuts visibility. These lights
already have been installed at Columbia
and Mississippi Ri\er crossings. Similar
installation are planned by utilities for
eastern rivers.
Convenient Location
Frankfurt, Germany, will have a
restaurant sitting on top of 14,000 tons
of malt and barley. A circular restau-
rant for 160 persons, several smaller
rooms for 40 diners each, and a roof
garden with a capacity of 1 50 persons
is being built at the top of a brewery
tower. In addition, there will be a beer
hall on the ground floor.
Fast Winter Starts
Motorists can keep their automobile
batteries warm this winter and increase
starting power 35 per cent at 32 de-
grees Fahrenheit with a new heating ele-
ment that is said to maintain battery
temperature at 60 degrees F., even in an
unheated garage. A lead-in cord is at-
tached to the unit for connection to a
line from the regular house current.
Cheaper Clothes Coming
A new aci\lic latex plastic may per-
nu't clothing such as suits and dresses to
be made from low-cost, longer-wearing
nonwoven fabrics. Nonwoven fabrics
treated with the latex are easier and
cheaper to make, are stronger and can
be washed or dry cleaned often—two
processes that rapidly ruin nonwovens
treated with conventional materials.
IfOU Don't Have fo Join t/re
Service for
TRAVEL— ADVENTURE
EDUCATION
FRICK COMPANY offers a training course for a
small select group of trainees each year.
The additional experience and training gained in
this refrigeration course will guarantee your future
in this fast growing field.
Frick graduates are associated with all types of
large industry, all over the world.
find out how you too can join this select group
of refrigeration experts.
IVzlte . . .
for details and applications for the Student
Training Course today
. . .
pnji i Mn«nj|[H<f',Ji.r»trtJ«llH
Help Wanted!
The Technograph needs men and
women interested in gaining experi-
ence in:
• BUSINESS PROCEDURES
• WRITING
• MAKE-UP
• ILLUSTRATIONS
• ADVERTISING
• PROMOTION
Apply at:
THE TECHNOGRAPH OFFICE
215 Civil Engineering Hall
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HE'S WORKING TO GIVE OLD
METALS A NEW FUTURE
The metals now Ijeing utilized in thin fihii development have
been known and used lor centuries. But dormant within these
metals has been their quality of supcrconducti\'ity at extremely
low temperatures. Only when researchers were able, with
great ingenuit\ , to create certain relations between metals
and changes in tlieir basic structures, could these supercon-
ducting qualities be utilized. But much remains to be done
at this moment, especially in the application of thin metallic
films to practical working devices.
Development Engineers at IBM are at work daily on the
problem. They envision the replacement of today's electronic
logic elements with modules of amazing responsiveness, dura-
bilitv, and simplicity. The extremely small size of these modules
and their low power requirements will be important factors
in shaping the electronic s\stems of the future.
Closely allied on this work are engineers of practicallv every
specialt\'. Onl\' bv bringing tlie talents and abilities of people
of man\' fields to bear on the unique problems of thin film devel-
opment, will progress lie consistent with objectives. Engineers
at IBM expect to obtain these ob]'ecti\es, and once they are
ol:)tained, to set new ones.
If \ou think you might be interested in imdertaking such trulv
\ital and interesting work, you are invited to discuss your
future with IBM.
Our representati\e will be \'isiting your campus soon. He will
be glad to talk with \ou about the many opportunities in vari-
ous engineering and scientific fields. Your Placement Director
can give you the date when our rcprcsentati\e will next visit
) our campus.
IBM
For fuitlici- infoiriiation alioiit opiiortunitics at IBM, write, outlininc; vour
Ijackground and interests, to: Manager of Technical Emphn/ment, Dept.
S44, IBM Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York.
rluiitlreds do it every day, witliout ever leaving their
company. Confined by an unimaginative management,
they sink to the level of ])cn(il pushers ... or slip-stick
artists, losing the value of their intensive arademic
training. But the youthful engineer does not have to
suffer this fate. Selecting the right company . . . with
thought to its rc[)utalion for leadership, initiative, and
atmosphere . . . makes the difference.
Linde Company is world renowned for its progressive
development in many fields ... in atmospheric gases
and acetvlene, welding and flame processes and equip-
ment, svnthetic crvstals and adsorhents to name a few.
This leadership has only heen won through the creative
powers and initiative of LiMDE engineers and scientists.
And, these men have received individual recognition
of their achievements.
You can find out more ahout career opportunities at
LiNDE. in research, development, production, sales, and
staff positions, from your Placement Officer. A booklet,
"Look to LiNDE for your future," is availahlc hy address-
ing J. J. Rotosky, Recruiting Dept., Linde Company,
Division of llnion Carhide Corporation, 30 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y.
OVER 50 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP
The terms "Liiiiie " aud " L uiou Carbitle" are registerctl trade-marks of UCG.
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what is
Energy conversion is our business
A method of doing work?
A change of state?
Regimentation of random motion?
Organized degradation of matter?
/s // reversible?
Because we are constantly preoccupied
with energy conversion, we are interested
in energy in all its forms — solar, nuclear,
thermal, mass, magnetic, electrical, me-
chanical and radiant.
And in our attempts to convert one form of
energy into any other form
,
we search for
methods which will give us the greatest
amount of energy output from the smallest
possible input.
To aid us in our efforts, we call on a myriad
of talents and capabilities: General Motors
Corporation, its Divisions, other individuals
and organizations. By applying this sys-
tems engineering concept to new projects,
we increase the effectiveness with w^hich
we accomplish our mission — exploring
the needs of advanced propulsion and
weapons systems.
Want to know about YOUR opportunities 0/1
tf^e Allison Engineering Team? Write: Mr. R. C.
Smith, College Relations, Personnel Dept.
Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana
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IVItiM ...who are Engineers, look twice
at the many advantages
CONVAIR- POMONA offers
NEW PROGRAMS at Convair-Pomona, ofFer excellent
opportunities today for Engineers. Convair-Pomona, created
the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired MISSILE and
developed the Navy's ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES.
Many other, still highly classified programs,
stimulating the imagination of the most progressive thinking
scientist and engineer are presently at various stages
of development.
Pos'iiions are open for Bachelors, Masters and Doctorate
candidates in the fields of Electronics,
Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics.
ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the
competent engineer as rapidly as his capabilities will permit
in currently expanding programs.
PROFESSIONAL ENV/RONMENT-CONVAIR-POMONA'S
facility is of modern design and completely air-conditioned.
You will work with men who have pioneered the missile
industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced
programs in existence.
ADVANCED EDUCATION — luWlon refund is provided
for graduate work in the field of your speciality. Company
sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer the
finest of educational opportunities.
CALIFORNIA LIVING — Suburban Pomona offers lower
living costs and moderate priced property, unexcelled recre-
ational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic and the
ultimate in comfort and gracious living.
Coniaci your placement office immediately to assure yourself of (f
campus interview with Convair-Pomona.
If personal interview is not possible send resume and grade transcript
to B. L. Dixon, Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept. CM-525
Pomona, California.
CONVAIR/POIVIONA
Convair Division of
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
POMONA, CALIFORNIA
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ATOMS IN YOUR FUTURE?
You are looking at a photograph recently
released by the Atomic Energy Commission.
It shows the Commission's heavy water plant
near the banks of the Savannah River in
South Carolina. It is but one unit of an
atomic energy project that covers more
ground than the entire city of Chicago.
This vast installation was built by Du Pont
at government request in 1950 for cost plus
$1. Still operated liy Du Pont, it stands as a
bastion of strength for the free world. Equally
important, here are being expanded horizons
of nuclear engineering which will eventually
lead to better living for all of us.
Like hundreds of other Du Pont research
projects, probing the mysteries of the atom
has led to all kinds of new jobs. Exciting
jobs. In the laboratory. In production. In
administration. Good jobs that contribute
substantially to the growth of Du Pont and
our country's security and prosperity.
What does all this have to do with you?
For qualified bachelors, masters and doc-
tors, career opjiortunities are today greater at
Du Pont than ever before. There is a bright
future here for metallurgists, physicists, math-
ematicians, electrical and mechanical engi-
neers, and other technical specialists, as well
as for chemists and chemical engineers.
Perhaps you will work in the field of atomic
research and development. But that is onlv a
small part of the over-all Du Pont picture.
\our future could lie in any of hundreds of
areas, from the development of new fibers,
films or plastics to the exploration of solar
energy. Or in the sale and marketing of new
products developed in these and many other
areas. In any case, )'ou will be given respon-
sibility from the very start, along with train-
ing that is personalized to fit your interests
and special abilities. Well help you work at
or near tlie top of your ability. For as you
grow, so do we.
If you would like to know more about
career opportunities at Du Pont, ask your
placement officer for literature. Or write E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2420
Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
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Begged, Borrowed, and . . .
Edited by Jack Fortner
Dill you hear about the fiii;ineer that
thoujjht he was a bijr fiuii just because
he (inisheii every week with a report?
Any of you }iu\s hear about the ent:i-
neer who didn't bu\ an\ Christmas
seals because he couMn't aliOril to teed
them ?
Prof.: "Are you troubled b\- tbouj;lus
that you niit^ht Hunk out of enijine
school ?
E.E. : "No. I rather enjoy them."
1st M.E. : "You cuttin' machine de-
siirn Friday?"
_'nd M.k. : "Xopt". I can't. Need the
sleep.
"
.A well-known zoolog\- professor was
unwrapping a parcel before his class
which, he explained to his pupils, was
a fine specimen of a dissected frog. Upon
disclosing two sandwiches, a hard-boiled
egg, and a banana, he was very surprised
and exclaimed, "Hut surely I ate my
lunch."
» » *
The guy was doing his best, leading
a goat with one hand, carrying a cane
with the other, and loaded down with
a laundry basket on his back and a
chicken under his arm.
His girl hesitated when they came
to the woods, saying, "I'm afraid to
walk with you in there. You might try-
to molest me."
"How could I?" the guy assured her.
"Look at all the stuff I'm carrying.
"But you could put the chicken un-
der the laundry basket, stick the cane in
the ground, and tie the goat to it."
# *, *
A lunatic was leaning out of the
asylum and watching the gardener.
"What are you doing there?" he
asked.
"I'm putting manine on the straw-
berries."
"I usually put sugar on them, but of
course, I'm crazy."
The wild crowd has a new game go-
ing. Three guys rent a hotel room and
each brings a quart of Old Screech with
him. They sit and drink for an hour,
then one of them gets up and leaves.
The other two have to guess which one
left.
The Southern father was introducing
his fainih of bovs to a visiting governor.
"Seventeen boys," exclaimed the
father, "and all Democrats — except
John, the little rascal. He got to
readin'."
.And then there was the condemned
gidfer who asked the hangman, "Mind
if I take a couple of practice swings?"
» * *
Men are as honest and truthful as
women — that's wh\' women are so
suspicious of them.
Freshman: "Wliar does 'Fantasy'
mean ?
"
Senior: "A story in which the char-
acters are ghosts, goblins, virgins, and
other supernatural characters."
A patient of an asylum who had been
certified cured was saying good-by to
the director of the institution.
"And what are you going to do when
you go out into the world?" asked the
director.
"Well," said the ex-nut, "I have
passed my bar examinations, so I may
try to work up a law practice. Again
I had quite a bit of experience with
dramatics in college, so I might try my
hand at acting."
He paused and thought for a mo-
ment.
"Then on the other hand," he con-
tinued, "I may be a teakettle."
Two engineering students were tak-
ing calculus for the first time and while
waiting for the instructor to arrive, they
took a quick perusal through the book.
One of them came across the integral
tables in the back of the book.
"Tell me," he asked his friend, "can
you read that?"
"No," replied his friend, "but if I
had my flute with me I could pla\- it."
It's quite simple," explained one of
the .seniors in EF, "to hook up an elec-
tric power circuit. We merely fasten
leads to the terminals and pull the
switch. If the motor runs, we take our
readings. If it smokes, we sneak it back
and get another one.
"
* » »
Wine, women and song are getting
to be too much for me; guess I'll have
to quit singing.
Two lunatics were playing a little
game.
"What have I got here?" asked one,
his hands cupped.
"Three Navy Patrol bombers." said
the other.
The first looked carefully into his
hands, "Nope."
"The Empire State Building?"
"Nope."
"The Philadelphia Symphony (Orches-
tra?"
The first one looked into his hands
again and saiil shlv. "W'^ho's conduct-
Been doing qiute a bit of research on
the origin of old sayings and phrases,
and think I've stumbled upon the begin-
ning of that great old cheer, "Hoorah
for our side!" I guess it was first heard
on the day Lady Godiva rode side sad-
dle through the streets of Coventry.
A man went into the Army, and,
right after induction, he went to see a
doctor.
"What's wrong with you?" asked the
doctor.
"Well, I just got in the Army, and
look at the unifonn they gave nie! The
pants are just the right length, the
sleeves are just right, and the hat fits
perfectly, and the shoes are also per-
fect."
"Well?" asked the doctor.
"My problem is this," said the in-
ductee. "Am I deformed?"
* * *
A college senior entered a professor's
office one morning and said :
"Last night, professor, your daughter
accepted my proposal of marriage. Pulh'
realizing the importance of the step, I
have called upon you to see you and in-
qiu're if there is any insanity in your
family."
The professor looked up over his
glasses and surveyed the young man in
silence for a moment, then sadly nodded
his head and remarked :
"Yes, ves. There must be."
"Get up!" commanded the Irish cop.
"I can't offisher," replied the Scot.
"Two men ha' got me down."
"Nonsense!" snorted the policemen.
"I don't see any men holdn' ye down."
"They are too," insisted the reclining
one. "'Fheir names is Haig and Haig."
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Photographs of parts, assemblies
and models help both speed and
accuracy in drafting.
At Rohr Aircraft photog-
raphy provides accurate in-
structions for the intricate
assembly of an 880 jet engine.
From drafting board to final assembly...
Pliotograpliy works for tlie engineer
loday photography has become an accepted,
important tool in business and industry. It
helps in product design, in engineering and
development, in production, in quality control
and in sales.
Whatever your work in whatever field, you
will find all along the line that photography
will provide quicker, more accurate, and more
economical methods of getting a job done. It
will save you time. It will reduce costs.
CAREERS WITH KODAK
With photography and photographic processes
becoming increasingly important in the business
and industry of tomorrow, there are new and
challenging opportunities at Kodak in research,
engineering, electronics, design and production.
If you are looking for such an interesting
opportunity, write for information about
careers with Kodak. Address: Business and
Technical Personnel Dcpt., Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
One ofr a series'
Q. Mr. Savaye, should young engineers
join professional engineering socie-
ties?
A. By all means. Once engineers
have graduated from college
they are immediately "on the
outside looking in," so to speak,
of a new social circle to which
they must earn their right to be-
long. Joining a professional or
technical society represents a
good entree.
Q. How do these societies help young
engineers?
A. The members of these societies
—mature, knowledgeable men
—
have an obligation to instruct
those who follow after them.
Engineers and scientists—as pro-
fessional people—are custodians
of a specialized body or fund of
knowledge to which they have
three definite responsibilities.
The first is to generate new
knowledge and add to this total
fund. The second is to utilize
this fund of knowledge in service
to society. The third is to teach
this knowledge to others, includ-
ing young engineers.
Q. Specifically, what benefits accrue
from belonging to these groups?
A. There are many. For the young
engineer, affiliation serves the
practical purpose of exposing his
work to appraisal by other scien-
tists and engineers. Most impor-
tant, however, technical societies
enable young engineers to learn
of work crucial to their own.
These organizations are a prime
source of ideas— meeting col-
leagues and talking with them,
reading reports, attending meet-
ings and lectures. And, for the
young engineer, recognition of
his accomplishments by asso-
ciates and organizations gener-
ally heads the list of his aspira-
tions. He derives satisfaction
from knowing that he has beerj
identified in his field.
Interview with General Electric's
Charles F. Savage
Consultant— Engineering Professional Relations
Ho^ Professional Societies
Help Develop Young Engineers
Q. What contribution is the young en-
gineer expected to make as an ac-
tive member of technical and pro-
fessional societies?
A. First of all, he should become
active in helping promote the
objectives of a society by prepar-
ing and presenting timely, well-
conceived technical papers. He
should also become active in
organizational administration.
This is self-development at work,
for such efforts can enhance the
personal stature and reputation
of the individual. And, I might
add that professional develop-
ment is a continuous process,
starting prior to entering col-
lege and progressing beyond
retirement. Professional aspira-
tions may change but learning
covers a person's entire life span.
And, of course, there are dues to
be paid. The amount is grad-
uated in terms of professional
stature gained and should al-
ways be considered as a personal
investment in his future.
Q, How do you go about joining pro-
fessional groups?
A. While still in school, join student
chapters of societies right on
campus. Once an engineer is out
working in industry, he should
contact local chapters of techni-
cal and professional societies, or
find out about them from fellow
engineers.
Q. Does General Electric encourage par-
ticipation In technical and profes-
sional societies?
A. It certainly does. General Elec-
tric progress is built upon cre-
ative ideas and innovations. The
Company goes to great lengths
to establish a climate and in-
centive to yield these results.
One way to get ideas is to en-
GENERAL
courage employees to join pro-
fessional societies. Why? Because
General Electric shares in recog-
nition accorded any of its indi-
vidual employees, as well as the
common pool of knowledge that
these engineers build up. It can't
help but profit by encouraging
such association, which sparks
and stimulates contributions.
Right now, sizeable numbers of
General Electric employees, at
all levels in the Company, belong
to engineering societies, hold re-
sponsible offices, serve on work-
ing committees and handle im-
portant assignments. Many are
recognized for their outstanding
contributions by honor and
medal awards.
These general observations em-
phasize that General Electric
does encourage participation. In
indication of the importance of
this view, the Company usually
defrays a portion of the expense
accrued by the men involved in
supporting the activities of these
various organizations. Remem-
ber, our goal is to see every man
advance to the full limit of his
capabilities. Encouraging him to
join Professional Societies is one
way to help him do so.
Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet
"Your First 5 Years" published by
the Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development which you may
have for the asking. Simply write to
Mr. C. F. Savage. Section 959-12,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, N. Y.
*LOOK FOR other interviews dis-
cussing: Salary • Why Companies
have Training Programs • How to
Get the Job You Want.
ELECTRIC
